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Lesbian/Woman. Glide Publications, S.F.
1972, by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon.)
$7.95

Reviewed by Karen Wells

If I can believe the response I have
seen to this book, it must be the most
eagerly read book in the Lesbian com-
munity. I can believe it. It is the first
major book on the subject of Lesbians
about themselves, although I'm aware
that others are on their way. s

I can hardly express the delight I ex-
perienced in reading about Del and Phyl
and the hundreds of Lesbians they en-
countered in the I7 years of their ex-
perience in forming, nurturing and fin-
ally weaning the Daughters of Bilitis.
Contrary to "my'own lexpectations of
the book, most chapters are devoted
not to the political growth of-the Les-
bian but to the personal struggles of the
individual Lesbians Del and Phyl have
met. The book seems to -be directed to
the straight community, the emphasis
being to indicate the great diversity
among Lesbians.

The women of whom they speak are
and are not stereotypical; they are and
are not happy, are and are not adjusted
to and accepting of themselves; In other
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words,the women Del and Phyl chose
to describe are human beings, with the
problems inherent in so being, but with
the added difficulty of being women
and Lesbians. This kind of focus, is, as
I see it, of ultimate importance to the
straight community who tend to see us
as Sister George or Childie at best. The
women I described here will confirm
some of the beliefs “they” (the out-
siders) have of us, because there are
women who fit “their” patterns. Other
women will blow the image all to hell.
This book is honest, real, personal
straight (gay)-forward and non-compro-
mising. Which is the way we are.

I found particular joy in reading this
history because of my own commit-
ment to alleviate, somehow, Lesbian
isolation. As Del and Phyl note, and
quite honestly, they had been the focal
point for all Lesbians in this country
(and others) to rally around. Their
commitment and the commitment of
others has made “Lesbian Liberation“
a real thing, instead of an ideal dream
in some woman's head. Their relation-
ship of 19 years, of which they speak
very openly in their book, has been and
still is (even though they won't admit
it now) an inspiration to those of'us
who have grown up with the stereo-
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typical idea that “those relationships
don't last." Their untiring (albeit diffi-
cult to maintain) efforts to change the
structures in this countr.-y which oppress
us have been and will continue to be
an inspiration to me, personally.

Their book, some 280 pages, is a doc-
ument of the struggles many Lesbians
have had to endure and win. It is a
triumph to read and experience. In
itself it is a release from the sense of
isolation we all feel _ there are and
have been rnany, many in our shoes. If
you have ever spoken to these two wo-
men, your feelings may well appear in
the book under a false name, of course.
I found myself described there. The
feeling that what you say about your
own liberation has been captured in
this history is a good one. You know
that somehow you have contributed, no
matter in how small a way, to the whole
liberation movement. I

It ~is a high point in our liberation,
probably the highest, that Lesbians are
finally telling our story. Sisterhood is
powerful and is a full blast of sun-
shine in our lives. Here is our story and
we should bask. I
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. A Newspaper of Goy Liberofion
 .35 Colif. / .50 Elsewhere
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(from Sisters, November 1972) ,

[Available from Gay Lib Book Service]
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-The following conversation with Allen
Ginsberg took place at Ginsberg‘s farm in
Cherry Valley, New York on September
25, 1972. Allen Young, who rapped with
Ginsberg and transcribed the interview, is
well known in the Movement. He has con-
tributed articles to Gay Sunshine and to
other publications over the last few years
and rs co-editor of a gay liberation un-
thology, Out of the Closets, which has
just appeared. _

The conversation was edited from the
original 78 page manuscript by_ Winston
Leyland of Gay Sunshine.

YOUNG: One of the things that pro-
voked this whole conversation between
us was my reading of the Dharma Bums
last summer. In that book the character
Alvah, who is quite obviously you, is
portrayed by Kerouac as heterosexual.
There are a number of sexual encounters
and there isn’t any indication that there
was any kindsof homosexuality in this
group of people. ‘

GINSBERG: That was K.e_rouac’s parti-
cular shyness. I made it with Kerouac
quite often. And Neal Cassady, his hero,
and I were lovers also, for many years
from 1946 on and off. Finally, he didn’t

I
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want any more sex with -me. But we were
still making it in the mid 1960’s after
having known each other in the mid 40’s.

IfI‘h_a_t’s a prgtty long, close friendship.
Neal andillack, for that matter.

YOUNG: Did Jack Kerouac identify him-
self as being‘a gay person‘? '

took place in the cottage we all held to-
gether, and then I had been living with
Peter for several years. Ifeter, Jack, Gary
[Snyder] and I and various other people
were all sleeping with one or two girls
that were around. Jack saw me screwing
and was astounded at my virility. I guess
he decided to write a novel in which I
was a big, virile hero instead of a Jewish

GINSBERG: No, he -didn’t., A lot of that

.Communist fag.

YOUNG: What was your reaction to
that? Did you feel that he was hldmg?

GINSBERG: I didn’t notice. On the
Road has one scene in the original manu-
script in a motel where Dean Moriarty
screws a traveling salesman with whom
they -ride to Chicago in a big Cadillac;
and there’s a two line description of it
which fills out Cassady’s character and
I-. -
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gives it dimension. That wag eliminated
from the book by Malcolm Cowley in the
mid 50’s, and Jack consented to that.
So Jack actually did talk about it a little
in his writing.

In a book that"s being published now,
Visions of Cody, there's a longer descrip-
tion of the same scene. It was written in
1950-51 by Kerouac and was his first
book after On the Road, a sequel to it.
It is la great experimental book, including
a couple of hundred pages of taped, trans-
cribed conversation between him and
Neal, over gram at midnight in Los Gatos
or San Jose, talking about life to each
other, the first times they got laid, jack-
ing» off, and running around Denver.

YOUNG: Why is it first coming out now?

GINSBERG: Kerouac always wanted it
published. But the commercial publishing
world wasn’t ready for a book of such
great looseness and strange genius and
odd construction. It’s more like a Ger-
trude Stein Making of Americans than it
is speedy Kerouac. '

YOUNG: Was it a fight for Kerouac to
get his stuff published‘? -

GINSBERG: Oh, yeah. On the'Road was
written in "50 and was never published
till: "57, even though he had pr_e_vi_ously
published his great book, Town-and the
City; The commercial insistency was that
he write something nice and simple so
that everybody could understand it, to
explain what the beat generation was all
about. So he wrote The Dharma Bums, to
order, for his publisher, a sort of exercise
in virtuosity and bodhisattva magnamin—
ity. He wrote in short sentences that
everybody could understand, describing
the spiritual revolution as he saw it, using
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At that time Kerouac was very hand-
some, very beautiful, and mellow--in the
sense of infinitely tolerant, ltke Shakes-
peare or Tolstoi or Dostoievsky, infin-
itely understanding. He was a shghtly
older person and someone who I felt had
more authority. His tolerance gave me
Per-mission*to open up and talk, because
I felt there was space for me to talk,
where he was. He wasn’t going to hit me.
He wasn't going to reject me. Really, he
was going to accept my soul with all its
throbbings and sweetness and worries and
dark woes and sorrows and heartaches
and joys and glees and mad understanding
of mortality, because that was the same
thing he had. And actually we wound up
sleeping together maybe within a year,
a couple of times. I blew him, Iguess.
He once blew me, years later. It was sort
of sweet, peaceful.

YOUNG: Did you experience any kind of
a split between your- hipster circle and
getting involved with other gay: people as
you were coming out? S
GINSBERG: It’s in a poem [“In Soci-
ety"] that I read at the Chicago 7 trial.
This is a dream I had in 1945 while I was
at Columbia:
I walked into the cocktail party
room and found three or four queers
talking together inqueertalk.
I tried to be friendly but heard
myself talking to one in hiptalk.
“I ‘m glad to see you, ” he said, and
looked away. “I-Imn, "I mused. The room
was small and had a double decker
bed in it, and cooking apparatus:
icebox, cabinet, toasters, stove;
the hosts seemed to live with room
enough only for cooking and sleeping.
My remark on this score was under-
stood but not appreciated. I was

as a hem Gary Snyder; actually, Japhy offered refreshments, which I accepted.
Ryder is Gary Snyde,-_ I ate a sandwich ofpure meat; an

YOUNG: So then your portrayal -as a
heterosexual doesn’t have anythmg to do
with being in the closet. "

GINSBERG: No. I came out of the closet
at Columbia in .1946. The first person I
told about it was Kerouac because I was
in love with him. He was staying in my

enormous sandwich of human flesh,
I noticed, while I was chewing on it,
it also included a dirty asshole.
More company came, including a
fluffy female who looked like _

- a princess. She glared at me and -
said immediately: “I d0n’t like you, "
turned her head away, and refused
to be introduced. I said “What!” '

room up in the bed, and Iiwas sleeping on in 0,,m,ge_ “Why you 3;,,t_]t-aced fool!»-
a pallet on the floor. I sald, “Jack, you
know, I love you, and I want to sleep
with you, and I really like men." And he
said, “Oooooh, no...” We’d known each
other maybe a year, and I hadi1’t' said
anything. _

This got every body ‘s attention.
“Why you narcissistic bitch! How
can you decide when you don’t even
know me, "I continued in a violent y
and messianic voice, inspired at
last, dominating the whole room.
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Gay Law Students
A Gay Law Students group has been

started at the State University of New
-York at Buffalo School of Law. Tl‘ie
constitution of GLS was ratified by its
members on September 28. It was
approved by the Student Bar Associa-
tion as a student organization on Oc-
tober 6.

The organization grew out of a felt
need to raise the consciousness of both
gay and -non-gay law students. GLS chair-
man, Bob Brosius, stated that theor-

‘I

ganization also plans to work together
with other organizations for reforms
in city, state and federal laws and ad-
ministrative services. Clinical services
will be offered to the gay community
as soon as programs can be developed.
Current efforts will be focused on a civil
rights amendment to the Buffalo City
Charter and prisoners’ rights in New
York state prisons.

GLS has established liaison with the
Gay Law Students Association of Glen-
dale, California, which includes law
students from U.C.L.A., U.S.C., Loyola
University, Southwestern Univ., Univ.
of San Diego and the University of San
Francisco. The Buffalo group will also
seek cooperation from students at the
other ten law schools in New York
State, as well as from the American Bar
Association's Law student division. GLS
will be a member of the New York
State Coalition of Gay Organizations
and will work closely with the Matte-
chine Society of the Niagara Frontier.

For further information on this group
write: G.L.S., P.O. Box 465, Ellicott
Station, Buffalo, New York 14205 (716)
897-11667.
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Fouratt Jailed
In Issue No. 15 of Gay Sunshine we

-printed a news story about gay demon-
strators at the Miami Beach Republican
Convention. In that article we reported
that gay brother Jim Fouratt had been
accused of being an agent provacateur.
It now appears that.such charges were
completely unfounded, and indeed1sus-
picion is cast on those at Miami who
made such accusations.

Jim Fouratt is presently in the Dallas
County Jail beginning a two year sen-
tence for breaking probation on a charge
for which he had already done six
monthszpossessing drugs in a van that
the police broke into. The actual reason
for his original arrest was more probably
that he was a revolutionary gay helping
to form a gay lib group in Texas and
was carrying with him copies of his
radical publication, The Iconoclast. _

Jim Fouratt is knownito his friends
as “Total Assault” because of his re-
lentless campaign to confront straight
authority and repression wherever it
may be. He is a well known activist in

ta. '
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With this issue Gay Sunshine is well into its third year of publication. During the 7
last two years we have tried (with some success) to make ourpaper acatalyst in the ._
evolving consciousness of the gay community by printing innovative articles, graph-
ics and poetry. Sunshine was originally started in Berkeley by GLF people. But for
the last two years the paper has been put out in San Francisco as an independent
paper of gay liberation. The paper is made up of core staff people (who have been
deeply involved for three issues or more) and newer people who become core mem-
bers after they have worked on three issues. Gay Sunshine is-primarily a radical gay
male paper and does not claim to speak for the gay women"s community. That is
done by publications such as Sisters, Lesbian Tide and The Furies.

This would probably be a good occasion to introduce our readers to the staff of
the paper: _

Winston Leyland has been a member of the Gay Sunshine staff for over two years
and coordinator-editor for most of that time. He is continuing as editor of the .1
paper and will also edit _a gay poetry anthology scheduled for publication in 1973.

 He is also coordinator of the Gay Liberation Book Service. Jim Hicks has been a
member of the staff for two years (since Issue No. 6). He continues to coordinate
Bay Area distribution for the paper. Jim Reed is Art Director for Gay Sunshine. He
did the front covers for Issues No. 14-16 as well as the back cover graphics for
Issues No. 13 and 14. Lee Atwell has been a core member of the staff forthe last
year and half. He has contributed several ‘important film reviews and other articles
especially in Issues No. 8-10, 12-13, and he continues his film criticism in this issue.
Lee is currently the Los Angeles staff person representative for the-‘paper. Jim
Giancarlo contributed poetry to Issues No. 10 through 14. He has b__e___en airegular
staff member 1 since No. 15., Don Jackson has been writing for Gay Sunshine for -
two years. His exposes of Atascadero and other prisons where gays are mistreated 1
by means of aversion therapy and other methods are very important. Through his s

I.
I

11articles our paper has pioneered in exposing gay prisoner mistreatment. He con-
tinues his series of prison articles in thie issue. Our special thanks also to Dennis
Kruszynski, of Emmaus Gay Switchboard, San Francisco, for the help he gave on
this issue. . ' 1

In addition to these staff members we have a number of regular contributors such
as Perry Brass and Allen Young. [See listing of contributors to Issue 16 below].

group every success.

All the Gay Sunshine staff members listed above are firmly committed to the
process by which our paper is put out as well was to the content—the innovative

. material we have been printing. Recently, one core staff person did leave the paper
1 (because of a disagreement over that process) and, together with three other people

(marginally involved for a short time) is planning a new project. We wish this
‘\-

|

I We would like to invite gay people throughout the country to contribute articles, -
graphics and poetry to the paper. Deadline for material for Issue 17 is March 1st.

I At present Gay Sunshine is sold in selected stores in such cities as New Orleansf
1 Boston, St. Louis, Tallahassee, New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, Milwaukee,
I Denver, Newark [Del.] and others, as well as in the San Francisco BayArea.

Copies also go to stores or movement groups in Canada, England, Australia,
I Germany, Sweden and Italy. We also send the paper free to nearly 100 gay people

 in prisons and mental hospitals throughout the land.
In order to continue publication we have had-to accept advertising over the past

year, soriie of which has a negative effect on the aesthetic appearance of the paper. 1
e trust our readers will understand that reasons of survival compel usto accept

such advertising.
F .

We currently have enough income coming in to continue publication about once
every two months. Because of limited financial resources, however, we arelunable .
to pay regular salaries or come out as frequently as we would like-—at least once a
month. If we are to increase our frequency of publication, number of pages, circu-
lation and improve the aesthetic quality of the paper, we desperately need financial
help from gay people who believe in the type of communicating we are doing. We
need gay people willing to send in a little financial assistance on a regular1 basis or
willing to take out a supporting or sponsoring subscription to Sunshine (safe sub-
scription box elsewhere in this issue). Please help, even if you can only send in a‘
little to partially cover our expenses for sending free copies to prisoners.

Our pledge is to continue Gay Sunshine as an open forum in the gay community
with the high quality of material that has made us known. and loved throughout
the country. The material we print has relevance to gay people everywhere and not
just in the area where we are published. We intend to continue that approach. The
issue you are reading is an example of the type of communicating we intend to
continue. If you dig what we are doing, please write and let us know.
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L  Stanford Organizes
Gay People's Union at Stanford Unw-

ersity meets every Wednesday at 7.30
in the Clubhouse Basement of the Old
Union Building on the Stanford Uni-
versity campus. Meetings are open to
all interested people from the commu- Y
nity. Among the activities are: dances
pot-luck suppers, guest speakers, rap ses-
sions, sensitivity-awareness exercises, etc.
For more information, write: Gay'Peo—
ple's Union, P.O. Box 3145, Stanford,
Calif. 94305, or call (4115) 321-1165.

Every Friday from 7 to 8 p.m.,
KSZU, 90.-1 F.M., the campus radio
station, presents its weekly gay pro-
gram, “Out of the Closets” with host
David Goldman. Guest speakers, rep-
resenting various viewpoints in the gay
community are featured each week.
In addition, gay news and commentary,
gay listeners’; personals, announcements
of interest to the gay community, rock
and classical music, are presented. Ques-
tions or comments from listeners are
welcome throughout the show.

-_ I’

Emmaus Moves
The Emmaus House group which has

operated agay switchboard in San Fran-
cisco for almost two years has just
opened a gay Drop-In Center at 618
Shrader Street, near Haight. The Center
and Switchboard will be open from 2
p.m. till 10 p.m. The following ser-
vices will be previded: crash pad re-
ferrals, apartment ‘listings, roomates,
draft counselling, freeclothes, survival
information, medical and legal referrals,-
coffee and raps. They need switch-
board volunteers as well as people who
can crash a gay person for one or more
nights. The Switchboard number is 415-
668-3580. r g

|\l.Y. Health Project  
The Gay Men's Health Project, a group

of males including health workers from
the Gay Men's Community, have started a
free health clinic on Tuesday nigl1’ts'at’
247 West 11th St. in Greenwich Village,
NewlYork.

The goal of the project is to make gay
people aware oftheir physical needs with-
out the fear, self consciousness or prof-
fessionalism which glorifies the doctor as
all knowing. The primary function of the
project at present is V.D. testing and
diagnosis, using blood tests for syphilis
and oral and anal cultures for gonorrhea.

Clinic hours are 8 to 10 p.m. every
Tuesday. The collective is interested in
hearing from other groups doing com-
munity health work, whether with Gay
men or women. They are especially in-
terested in learning about intake pro-
cedures, relating to the community,
follow up care and funding. The group
has published a Gay Men's Health Fle-
port, which is available for 25 cents

the gay liberation movement nationally. J I - -.: ll C from the address above‘ '
We leel it le important that the aflv e0m- CONTRIBUTORS TO ISSUE NO 16- Jim Hood is involved in the gay move-- [Ed--' A elmile’ eel" heelih Pm/ee‘ '3 4'"
munity show solidarity with this brother‘ I ' 1 ' ment in Eugene, Oregon. ‘ Uperation in Berkeley, Calif. See page 23

Contributions by staff members: Lee At Jane Kogan, lives in Provincetown, Mass. Of 1“/‘IFS l'SSU9.fOr details.]who has been harassed, intimidated and
now imprisoned because of his commit-
ment and love. We urge our readers to
write to him sending their love and en-
couragement: Jim Fouratt, Dallas Coun-
ty Jail, 500 Commerce St., Dallas,
Texas 75202.

D.C. Switchboard
1 A New Gay Switchboard has been or-
ganized in Washington D.C. by a coalit-
ion of gay groups and individuals. The
telephone counseling and referral ser-

-I.

vice? serves all the people of the D.C.
metropolitan area through counseling
and referral programs, housing services,
medical and legal aid and a calendar of
events. The Gay Switchboard office is
located in the Community Building at
1724 20th St. N.W.— 387-3777. '

The Gay Switchboard has received sup-
port from virtually every gay organi-
zation in the metropolitan area. Spokes-
people for_the new service stress that it
is intended to serve “all members of the
gay community, men and women, young
and old, closeted and liberated, bar hop-
pers and street freaks."

well, Jim Giancarlo, Winston Leyland,
Jim Reed & Don Jackson [See Editorial]

‘\ -|. -

Dwight ‘Abbott is a gay prisoner at Calif-
ornia Men’s Colony, San Luis Obispo.
William Barbers poetry has appeared in
Gay Sunshine several times, as well as
in Sebastian Quill and Manroot. He cur-
rently lives in San Francisco.
Perry Brass had had much poetry, prose
and graphic work in Sunshine over the
past two years. He lives in New York and
was one of the coordinators of the gay lib
paper Come Out!
David‘ Ray‘Brown is a gay prisoner at
Vacaville, California. '
Tom Durrie lives in Burnaby, British Col-
umbia where he is involved in social work
sponsored by the Canadian government.
David Eberlyr lives in Massachusetts.
Allen Ginsberg’s new book of poems, The
Fall of America, has just been published
by City Lights.
Celt Grant worked for the past two years
as a member of a collective in Newport,
Rhode Island committed to communicat-
ing with -Gls and opposing the military
juggernaut through the paper All Hands
Abandon Ship. He now lives in Vancouver,
Canada. I
David Hirsh lives in Knoxville, Tenn. and
is involved in the gay liberation move-
ment_ in that ‘area.

'-.

Michael Lally lives in Washington D.C-
Charles Moore teaches at California State
College, Sacramento and is a coordinator
of the gay studles program there. 1 " J r'""*’“
Eddie Rastellini is a gay prisoner currently
serving time in Walpole, Mass.
Charles Shively lives in Boston where he
teaches and works on Fag Rag.
Aaron Shurin lives in Massachusetts and
has been involved with the “Good Gay
Poets” group.

Arunothai Somskul, a gay aytigt f1-gm
Thailand now living in the Bay Area, did
the back cover graphic in Issue No. 15
Richard Wallace-Terry is currently attend
mg umversity in South Africa.
John Watson lives in a Los Angeles gay

‘ collective.
Karen Wells is involved with the Gay
Women’s Movement in San Francisco.
John Wieners lives in Boston. He has had
much poetry ublished over the last 15P 1
years, from the Hotel Wentley Poems
(1958) to Selected Poems (197 2)
Allen Young currently lives in Westwood,
Mass. He has written extensively for the
Gay Movement and is co-editor of a
gay liberation anthology.
Ian Young lives in Canada and is co-editor
of a gay poetry anthology about to be
published shortly.

A small group of gay men and wo-
men, a spin off from Houston Gay
Liberation, have organizedra gay com-
munity center in the heart of the Mon-
trose area, Houston's gay'colony. On
October 28, 1972 the new Center, called
the Montrose Gaze, ‘opened its doors.‘

:The Center is located in a large, two-
story house at 504 Fairview, near Whit-
ney. - I

The Montrose Gaze Community.Cen-
ter will offer its facilities to both gay
and non-gay groups for meetings-of an
educational and social nature. The Cen-
ter plans to offer courses in legal aid,
parent education and self defense.
Groups will also be formed to explore
personal I identity and consciousness rais-
ing. The new Center has called _for sup-
port from Houston's entire gay commu-
nity.

Inquiries about the Center should
be addressed to The Montrose Gaze,
P.O. Box 66411, Houston, Texa s 77006.
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OPPRESSION
IN JAIL

[Ed. Note: The following article was
sent in to us by a gay brother who
spent some time in the Los Angeles
County Jail and is now imprisoned in
California Men's Colony, San Luis Ob-
ispo.] -

Upon my arrival in jail racial tension
was prevalent. There were interracial
fights among drag queens, continuous
arguments, and people finked to the
guards on» one another. A white gay
brother had some nail polish which had
been smuggled in by atrustee. When
the black brothers found out about it
they told thfle guard. After a search the
man went to the hole for fourteen days.
The hole is an isolation cell built for
two people. But under “normal” con-
ditions about seven men are placed in
it. They must eat in it, sleep in it and
shower once a week. At approximately
4.30 in the morning all bedding is re-
moved from the cell and is not re-
turned until 10 that night. No visits or
letter writing is allowed during this pe-
riod.

Why did one gay brother suffer so
much at the hands of another? This
happens often. I myself did 10 days in
the hole because a jealous brother fink-
ed to a guard that I and my lover were
having sex. The guard tiptoed down,
caught‘ us, put us in the hole and
pressed felony charges against us. I am
now ins. State Prison for sodomy and
armed robbery. My lover was later mur-
dered here in prison by three other gay
brothers for talking to a black fem
homosexual.

In the Los Angeles County Jail the
guards soon got tired of the constant
violent conflict and put the biggest
straight black inmate they could find
(weighing 240 pounds) in with us with
the orders to whip some ass and straight-
en it up. He proceeded to do just that
for two days. Then he beat up a seven-
teen year old gay.-rand raped him. Two
hours later I was accused of stabbing
the straight guy for raping my brother.
The other gays made statements a-
gainst me. It never went to court since
the District Attorney refused to press
charges. After nineteen days in the
hole and an ass whipping by the sher-
iffs, I refused to return to that tank.
I was then placed in “high-power”, a
maximum security section for trouble
makers. That's where I stayed until
being convicted for previous offenses
and sent’ to California Men's Colony,
San Luis Obispo.

What happened to the_togetherness
among gays? We are the oppressed, yet
we choose to oppress each other. It was
made obvious to even the most ignorant
among them that they made conditions
even worse than they already were.
Straight people won't have anything to
do with gays. Some gays get busted for
a crime and then fink on others to get
out from under the punishment for this
crime.

this kind and show them they are
wrong? If we want freedom from opp
ression, then we must somehow get
through to those whose actions assure
that we shall be knocked back two steps
for every three we take. I am now suff-
ering for my brothers’ ignorance and
faults. Yet to place the blame on all gay
brothers in prison would be an injustic
on my part. I love even those brothers
who put me here. I want so much for
them and all others to see that we can
never win if we do not join together.
All the energy that gays use for fighting
among themselves can be used in fight-
ing for our own good and beautiful
cause. I personally ask my gay brothers
in prison to look at yourselves carefully
and then lift your heads, be proud and
join your brothers in fighting your
oppressor.

Johnny Abbott No. A66078-A
P.O. Box A-E S
San Luis Obispo, Calif. 93401 g

ls there not some way to get gays of
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OPEN LETTER

[Ed. Note: The‘ following letter was
written by Eddie Rastellini, an inmate at
Walpole State- Prison near Boston. Ras-
tellini is serving the fifth year of a fifteen-
year sentence for what is known in Massa-
chusetts as “the detestable crime against
nature.“ In fact, Rastellini is in jail, be-
cause he is gay and poor. Gay brothers in
Boston have been communicating with
Rastellini, and Richard Rubino, a Boston,
lawyer who has been working with and
for the gay community, has initiated
efforts on his behalf. There will be fu-
ture articles about Eddie Rastellini, his
victimization and his fight for freedom.
In the meantime, funds are needed to
help this gay brother. Send donations
and/or letters of solidarity in care of
Fag Rag, 91 River St., Cambridge, Mass.
02139.]

Dear Jacque: _ S
I cannot suppress my feelings any more,

so I must relate this story to you.
Next door, in the cell to my left, is a

24 year old boy. His name is Billy, 5'7”
or 5'8”, about I40 pounds, brown hair
(which tends to seem blondish in the
light), deep but clear innocuous, blue
eyes, not really handsome, but one's
heart could go out to him when he
smiles. He looks so innocent, so boyish,
so alone, and he really needs love and
affection so bad.

Yet, thanks to Amerikan justice, soc-
iety, its inequitable methods and its self-
destructive ideas, this confused boywould
be described by his creators as a killer, a
monster, an incorrigible animal. But these
same monsters (the creators) that would
gladly describe the boy as above would
not tell the public which it exploits and
puts in fear by such stories, why.

They won't tell you, for instance, that
if Billy was treated right as a very young
boy, that he just might not have killed a
man over a 25 cent candy bar (in prison),
or that he just might not have gone to
prison (State Reformatory at Concord)
at the ripe age of sixteen on a minor sen-
tence (no sentence is in any way minor),
a sentence that has dominoed into a life
sentence plus 38 years to go after the life.
SENTENCE.

I could not begin to tell you of the
insanity of our “Great Society," a sick
society that has made this confused, emo-
tional boy an outcast, misfit, a monster,
a boy who is for all purposes, dead, but
hasn't been buried yet!

I can only ask, “How many more young
really innocent boys will be killed men-
tally before the ‘G reat Society’ wakes up,
becomes aware of the hypocrisy of those
in power; -how many more will be lit-
erally buried alive in cement and steel
cages?"

I met, Billy about a year and eight
months ago, and it is only within the
past month or so that I am really gett-
ing to know him.

Evidently, Billy was in boys’ schools at
one time, but graduated to a state prison
at the age of 16. Because of poor commu-
nication with his family, and poor finan-
cial status, he used his youth, and his
body, to acquire status, to belong. This
disturbs him beyond ‘belief. He con-
stantly becomes belligerent and aggressive
to the point of murder whenever anydfle
may seem (in Billy's mind) tojchallenge
his manhood,‘ or even doubt it. Billy
would say, “I may be a fucking faggot,
but you try this faggot!" It's also ob-
vious from his record of one killing, and
three stabbings so far,_not to mention the
various other acts of violence against
guards, inmates and himself.

Billy has befriended me because he
empathizes with me, because in his mind
he knows the degradation I go through.
Although he publicizes his interest in
“scoring” me sexually, he knows that he
won't because I won't let him. Why not?
Because of the pe-rverted,,impersonal, and
depraved intentions of others (not Billy;
he digs it) who give dignity to their sex
acts by the mere use of applying the‘
word homosexuality to their perversion.
If I became involved with him (which, in
a distant way, I think I would,) it would
be the cause for further degradation and
repression by the others here. And Billy
understandsthat I view my sexuality as a
very beautiful thing.

Because of my uncompromising hon-
esty, and my tendency to argue when I
am right ( I cannot give up my individu-
ality nor conform to a convict's way of
thinking), I have gotten myself into hot
water with some bad-assed dudes.

Now, Billy at I40 pounds, has put him-
self as a shield between the others and my-
self, has openly declared that he is pro-
tecting me henceforth-—and over my own
objections. I

I cannot explain this. I know it's not a
psyche game. "

Billy is for real, he's a man of conflict-
ing emotions as I have become towards
him), conflicting ideas and beliefs, but,
essentially, he's a beautiful person, one
worth helping, one worth being treated
and free.

Imagine if you will, Jacque, your lying
in a bed in a cell, listening to such a per-
son, who was all but literally murdered,
in “a drugged, emotional condition, alter-
natingly raving at his would-be killers,
and kicking his own ass because of what
he realizes now, as his own trapped, stu-
pidity. The block is starkly quiet, and
finally, Billy's last anguished cry: “I want
to go home“; tears roll from his eyes.

I%4G$E3
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A record number of gay organizations

participated in a two day prison con-
ference held at the U.C. Medical Center
in San Francisco December 2-3.

Representatives of Join Hands, the Met-
tropolitan Community Church, Gay Al-
liance, S.l.R., the Ministry of Concern
and Gay Sunshine (this reporter) par-
ticipated in a Gay workshop, the first-
such workshop ever held at a‘ geberal
prison conference. The gay organizations
were accredited as voting members of the I
conference.

Although no specific plan of action
came out of the workshop, it did seem
to build a unity of purpose and mind
among the various gay representatives
and raised the consciousness of the het-
erosexual prison movement with regard
to the existence and special problems
faced by gay convicts.

The workshop was conducted by Rev.
Paul Gordon of M.C.C. San Francisco
and poet Paul Mariah. Both Gordon and
Mariah are ex-convicts.

Rev. Gordon told the audience that he
was incarcerated for seven years in foiur
California institutions. “I was forced to
undergo 21 electro-convulsive shock treat-
ments to ‘cure’ me of homosexuality,” he
said. “Fortunately, I kept my mental
faculties, except for memory difficulties,
so forgive me if I have trouble remember-
ing names.”

Rev. Gordon said his involvement in the
gay prison movement stems from a recent
trip to Vacaville, where he interviewed a»
young man who had been incarcerated in
Vacaville for six years on an oral copu-
Iation charge. When the man was 19 years
old, he reported, he and another young
man had made some polaroid photo-
graphs of themselves having sex. One of
the photos fell behind the cabinet in the
place where he worked. Sometime later,
the photo was discovered by someone
cleaning behind the cabinet. Police were
called and the young man was sub-
sequently arrested, convicted and sen-
tenced to Vacaville for an indeterminate
period. That was six years ago. He's still
there!

Rev. Gordon, Rev. Joe Gilbert of Sac-
ramento M.C.C., and other M.C.C. min-
isters had been conducting services at
Vacaville at the invitation of the chap-
lain. Recently, Department of Correc-
tions Director Raymond Procunier learned
of the services and banished all M.C.C.
ministers from California prisons. Rev.
Gilbert announced that M.C.C. is bring-
ing a legal action against the Department
of Corrections_to assert their right to
enter the prisons as the spiritual ad-
visors of men who ask for them.

Reverends Broshears, Richards, GiIbert,.
Gordon and other assorted reverends con-
firmed reports that the situation of gay
prisoners in Vacaville is worsening. It was
reported that gay prisoners have now
been separated completely from the main
line and are required to carry l.D. cards
identifying them as homosexuals. All gays
have been excluded from rehabilitation
and job training programs - even the
male nurse training program.

Paul Mariah said that his main concern
is the drugs gay inmates are forced to
take, and shock therapy. He said gay in-
mates are awakened at 7 a.m. and lined
up for “treatments.” Don Jackson of
Gay Sunshine mentioned that the “Error-
less Extinction of Penile Responses?” ther-
apy, in which electrical wires are attached
to the penis and shocks delivered as a
“cure” for homosexuality, has now been
confirmed, as reported in a recent issue
of the San Francisco Chronicle. Reports
of the bizarre and inhumane “treatment”
were printed in Gay Sunshine over a year
ago but were doubted by many until
the recent confirming reports. s

In addition to the gay workshop, there
was heavy gay participation in the general
sessions of the conference. Literature
from a half dozen gay organizations was
distributed to hundreds of people.

- -Don Jackson

CONT. ON PAGE I0  
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PAGE 4 onvsaeno INTERVIEW, at-mt.
There were a whole group of queens

around Columbia at that time who were
doing things like going down to hear
Edith Piaf sing at the Plaza Hotel and in-
terested in status and money. They had
cultural interests that went back to Lotte
Lenya and things like that, but at the
same time it was an overly aristocratic,
elitist thing. I

YOUNG: Did you associate that with the
faculty at_Columbia also?

GINSBERG: There were a couple of guys
on the faculty at Columbia.that par-
ticipated in that rather than in an open
democratic, Whitmanic gaiety. To be
open and democratic and Whitmamc
meant kissing I, the football players in pub-
lic, for instance.... .. '

YOUNG: Well, was kissing "the football
la ers in any sense a reality or Just aP Y , r

Whitirnanesque fantasy? _

GINSBERG: I was kissing Jack Kerouac
who was on the Columbia varsity team
in those years. It was a Whitmanesque
fantasy, which, like all Whitmanesque
fantasiesawere practical realities.

I was silent about it [homosexuality]
at Columbia the first year I was there,
between the age of 16 and 17. At 17
something shook me loose from the au-
thoritarianism of the culture and from
the authority of Columbia. I think it was ORLOVSKY'-7 Ione timelhe W35 $0511-1l'lk loved and wanted to 3° to bed With: I
the jajljng of a friend, who 1 loved, who he couldn’t even get it up. finally did. It may have taken twenty or
knew Jack well. And then also I was in- thirty Years: and we ma? have b°I5h'-fflllel

AllenGinsberg,N.Y.1944

terested in Rimbaud and Whitman, and I GINSBERG-= (Laughs) Yeah Well, no he into ruins and baldness and all 0111' teeth
came that time, We were 31; Clejlon fallen out, but desire always found itshad met Burroughs by then. I was getting

teaching from Burroughs that included
Blake and Spengler (The Decline of the
West); and semanticism was‘ important,
separating words from the objects they
represent, not getting confused by labels,
like gay or queer, in those days.

So it was just a whole change, growing
up out of high school and puberty and
closed-in-ness. It wasn’t closet; it didn’t
have that much style about it. It was just
timidity and fear of rejection. All through
high school. I was secretly in love with
all sorts of boys—particularly one boy
from East Side High, Paterson, who I
actually followed to Columbia.

YOUNG: Whose name begins with “R.”
You mention him ‘in one of your poems.

GINSBERG: Yeah. Very soon I was

H0lmes’s, remembei-?I blew him and way, even if it took decades. There’s a
you screwed me. I

ORLOVSKY: What about on Second-St.'?
lesson there. Once you become a little de-
tached, once you lose neurotic, obsessive
attachment, when things are floating light

Do you rememberthat? Jack was gallantly ly,’ then you find love objects that you
drunk, laying in one of _t_l1e,'. small, side once worshipped drifting in on the tide,
rooms, and you tried to blow him. He
couldn’t get it up and he was talking
about his little cock; it was so tiny, so
small, shriveled up, sad.

I-
’ .
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GINSBERG: He was very apologetic. But
ten years ago he was asking me to blow
him all the time.‘ In i_’,'62‘or ’63 he said:
“I’m old, ugly, red-faced, I’m beer-bellied,
and I’m a drunk and nobody loves me
anymore. I can’t get girls, come on and
give me a blow job.” There were times
he’d get drunk and be really insistent on
it By that time he’d otten beer bellied‘ g I 1

babbling at great length. The PEIHIISSIOH fl_Q1-id-faced, and I110 lgnger saw him 35
for that openness came from Burroughs the romantic, handsome, young glamor-
and Kerouac who I was living with. They ibeau pf post-war, dark, doomed, mad-
were wide-brained, international, hip, Jack deqed Spengler hippie-dom. I
London, Doctor Mabuses, all.

Kerouac was a very funny, strange,
heroic figure, a seminal figure. for many
ideas and attitudes. He had a lot of
trouble; he drank himself to death. And
he ended, like many older writers, react-
ionary in a funny, interesting, character-
istic way, a way that’s teaching rather
than negative. But the basic thing about
him as Character (with a capital C) was
an‘ enormous mellow, trustful tolerance
and sensitivity. And that’s why he’s such
a great writer and observer. You know,
he held everything dear, as a sensitive
young fellow, even my fairyiwoes-. In fact,
we wound up in bed together.

YOUNG: You’re saying that this really
wasn’t where he was at sexually?

GINSBERG: Well, he was very? mixed
sexually. He had a lot of trouble-with
attachment to his mother and his mother’s
dependence on him. He was a football
player, and he liked girls. He liked to eat
girls and was really hung up on them.
»That’s_ what really excited" him: black
panties! black stockings! He also appre-
ciated beautiful boys and had a really
novelistic, personal appreciation of older
queens—-which was a sharing of common
humanity, a sharing of emotions, even a
sharing of the erotic, except that he
didn’t feel it was right for him to partici-
pate in the erotic. -

As a novelist, he-opened himself to the
art of gaiety and some of its attitudes and
styles in writing. In some of his poems
there’s a lot of stuff about himself, where
the-re’s all sorts of high teacup bullshit.
In those days“high teacup”was a lifted
pinky infra-language. There was a certain
tendency among gay people there to
plaster labels over everybody, including
themselves, instead of seeing the name-
less love that everybody is. Just as there
was a tendency among macho hetero-
sexuals to plaster labels, so there was a
counter-balancing tendency among homo-
sexuals to over react to that and camp
too heavily. He was sensitive about being
put down as a fairy, which he wasn’t.
[Calling over to Peter _Orl_o_vsky_ on the
other side of the room. where he was not
listening to the interview]. Was Jack a
fairy?

ORLOVSKY: No...in a tiny sense of the
word.

GINSBERG: Perfect, in a tiny sense of
the word. [To Peter] :We all made it with
Jack once. '

\_»..
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I got freaked out at the whole idea of
bodies and sex, in fact. That was one of
my first lessons in chastity. There’s a line
in Yeats: “Old lovers yet may have all the
time denied, grave is heaped on grave that
they be satisfied.” I found actually in the
course of time that everybody I really

back to you, more than you can deal
with; in fact, horrifyingly rottened up
from the sea.

An element in thegay lib struggle and
metaphysics that I don’t think has yet
been taken up is that of disillusionment
with the body. I’m not try1ng;to be pro-
vocative in that— just the age-old realiza
tion of over-40, over-50, over-60, over-
70 and over-80. Finally, the age old grinn-
ing skeleton, with the spiritual lesson be-
hind it, of detachment from neurotic des-
ire. I think there’s 'a genuine eros between
men that isn’t dependent on neurotic
detachment and obsession, that ’s free and
light and holy and lambent-"which is
more _or less what we all get during our
first fantasies, loves and devotions. Some
of us are lucky enough to be able to act
out and receive back and forth. But it
can only come in like the tide when
you’re free to float ,in it. If there’s too
much of a neurotic grasping to gaiety, to
gayness, even to gay lib, then it makes
everything too tense, and the lightness of
the love is lost. So the gay lib movement
will have to come to terms sooner or later
with the limitations of sex.

If you consider],sex_ from a Hindu,
Buddhist, Hare Krishna, even Christian
fundamentalist viewpoint\.—' a warning
about the body and a warning about
attachment itself — it becomes interest-
ing. Burroughs has actually written about
it at length in a way which hip people
and even radicals have found very interest-

ata,

,E.7thSt.N.Y.1953.PhotobyAllen handbookacketpocket,givenKer-
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ing: the sex‘ ‘ habit” — sex. as another
form of junk, a commodity, the consump- l
tion of which is encouraged by the state
to keep people enslaved to their bodies.
As long as they’re enslaved to their
bodies, they can be filled with- fear and
shock and pain and thl'E5E*, so they can
be kept in place. The road of that, he
said, leads to the great palace of green
goo, the garden of green goo...

I find, as I’m growing older, no less
-flutterings of delightful desire in my
belly and abdomen. But also I’m be-
coming more tolerant of other resolu-
tions between people besides sex. When
I was in Australia, I had a crush on ya
beautiful young dobro player who trav-
eled around with me. He sought me out
and waited all day_at my hotel and put
himself at my service to play music with
me. He wanted to play mantras and then
turned out to be a great blues player, and
he taught me blues. And he went to bed
with me the first night, when Ireally got
entranced by his servility, availability,
generosity, stress and duty. And then he
didn‘t want to go to bed with me after
that, but he loved me. I was the first man
he had ever been to bed with. How am I
going to deal with somebody who really
loves me but doesn’t want to play with
my cock and doesn't necessarily want me
to blow. him‘? _ J

So I finally got into a scene which was
like the old 19th century thing recom-
mended by Edward Carpenter and Whit-
man-—people sleeping together. It’s called
“carezza,” a platonic friendship in which
people sleep together naked, ‘caressing
each other, but don’t come,_isaving'_ their
seed for yogic or other reasons. So I
did that with this kid.

For the next couple of weeks we were
running around Australia. I found the in-
tensity of my deyotion to him in the
heart area —- a warm, aching feeling in
the heart, growing and growing and grow-
ing, and becoming more and more desir-
ous and narcotic-like, and more and more
satisfactory to carry around" with me.
And I found him responding in a very
similar way to me. I realized that that
same warmth was growing in his breast to
me, and that what was building it was
the naked chastity that we were practic-
ing together. When we got on the stage
and played together ' -— I was singing
mantras, blues and playing harmonium
and he playing dobro -— the erotic com-
munication between us got ecstatic and
delirious. It couldn’t be withheld. We’d
keep bursting out in song and eye glan-
ces which turned the audience on com-
pletely, and turned me on, and turned
him on. So I was feeling another kind
of very subtle, ethereal orgasm that seem-
ed to occupy the upper portions of the
body rather than the genital area.

Though I’ve always been prejudiced
against that kind of sublimation, thinking
of it as some sort of sublimation of prim-
ary, holy sex drives, the experience was
so delicious that I can’t really put it
down for any moral reason at all. I
recommend it; everyone should have that
experience, too. You can get real close
with people that you love who wouldn’t
otherwise want to sleep with you sexually.
But you could have a total relation.

I know lots of men who are thinking
along those lines. They may not want to
sleep naked together, but they have a
love thrill in the breast for each other and
yet_ are completely heterosexual geni-
tally. And I wouldn’t be surprised if that
is, among the mass of men, a universal
experience,completely accepted, com-
pletely common, completely shared.

The idea of a buddy is just the vul-
garization of it. The tradition of com-
radeship, of companionship, sppken of in
the Bible between David and Jonathan -
all the way to the body relationships as
we knowthem — all these are probably in-
tense love relationships which the gay
lib movement, in its political phase, has
not yet accepted and integrated as de-
lightful manifestations of human commu-
nication, satisfactory to everybody. In
other words, there’s a lot of political and
communal development operr to the gay
lib movement as it includes more and
more varieties of love, besides genital. It
may be that the bridge between gay lib-
eration and men’s liberation is in the
mutual recognition of the masculine ten-
derness that was _-denied both groups for
so long. ,

YOUNG: In “Kaddish” you say some-
thing about the weight of your homosex-
uality: “Matterhorns of cock, Grand Can-
yous of asshole.” Did you use those big
metaphors because homosexuality was a
heavy thing for you?

GINSBERG: When I was a sensitive,
little kid, not able 1:0 touch anyone or
speak my feelings out, little did I realize
the enormous weight of love and num-
bers of lovers, the enormity of the scene
I’d enter into, in which I finally wound
up a public spokesman for‘ homosex-
uality at one point. In that sense, “Matter-
horns of cock, Grand Canyons of asshole.
Taking off my clothes in public and gett-
ing myself listed in Who ’s Who as being
married to Peter.



YOUNG: In a number of poems your
homosexuality flows very naturally. Did
that really happen?

GINSBERG: About 1953 I wrote a big,
long, beautiful love poem to Neal Cassady
called “The Green Automobile." I made
the love overt. I didn’t make the genital
part overt but I made every other aspect:
tenderness, kneeling together, holding on,
travelling together, and then ultimate sep-
-arationn ..

The next poem that had some overt
thing was a little poem in "53-54, that
mentioned the “culture of my genera-
tion, cocksucking and tears.”

Living in Neal Cassady’s house I wrote
a little poem, from a line by Whitman,
about lying down between the bride and
the bridegroom. This was one of Whit-
man’s great lines. In a fantasy I wrote
a description of what I would do, my
love fantasy, between Neal and his wife,
say, given permission by his tolerance.

The crucial moment of breakthrough in
terms of statement came while writing
“Howl”: “Let themselves be fucked in the
ass by handsome sailors, and screamed
with joy.” Usually the macho reaction to
that image of being fucked in the ass
would be just like in this new James
Dickey film Deliverance where it's sup-
posed to be the worst thing in the world.

YOUNG: You have a line somewhere:
“Who wants to be fucked in the ass,
really.”

GINSBERG: That’s in the book Kaddish,
in a poem “On Mescaline.” On mescaline,
who wants to exist in the universe to be-
gin with? Who wants to have a name?
Who wants to have an ego? And_ also who
wants to be queer? Who wants the pain
of being fucked in the ass at times when
it is painful, when it occasionally is. That’s
part of the scene, too. Sometimes you
never know it in advance. Things seem
to be all right, and all of a sudden it
turns out to be painful. So, who wants
to be fucked in the ass that way, really?

The outrageous presentation came with
“Howl,” where I suddenly realized how
funny it would be in the middle of a long
poem, if I said: “Who let themselves be
fucked in the ass..and screamed with joy,”
instead of “ans screamed with pain.”
That’s what the contradiction is in that
line. An American audience would ex-
pect it to say “pain,” but instead you
have “and .screamed with joy" — which
is really true, absolutely, 100%. A

And again I have a line like: “who blew
and were blown by handsome sailors,
caresses of Atlantic and Caribbean love,”
referring to Hart Crane, actually. It was
an acknowledgement of the basic reality
of homosexual jdy. That was a break-
through in the sense of a public state-
ment of feelings and emotions and atti-
tudes that I would not have wanted my
father or my family to see, and I even
hesitated to make public. So that much
was a breakthrough: literarily coming out
of the closet.

YOUNG: Did critical reaction to you ever
focus on the fact that you were homo-
sexual?

GINSBERG: Yes, Norman Podhoretz, in
Partisan Review, made, a big attack on all
the beatnik literaturejthe “know-nothing
bohemians.” He said that though my
poetry was not too bad, it’s chief force
rested on this somewhat questionable in-
sistent proclamation of being queer, homo-
sexual all the time, which, if frank, was
not that interesting socially. It was a put-
down which acknowledged and at the
same time dismissed, while it called Ker-
ouac a “brute.”

I '=-

Whitman is important onmale tenderness“
He’s never been brought forth as a totem
or as a prophet by either gay lib or by the
radical left despite some very precise state-
ments he made on the subject of men’s
lib. t

In Democratic Vistas Whitman says:
“Intense and loving comradesh_ip, the per-
sonal and passionate attachment of man
to man — which, hard to define, underlies
the lessons and ideals of the profound sav-
iors of every land and age, and which

elop’d_,, cultivated, and recognized in man-
ners and literature, the most substantial
hope and safety of the future of these
states -— will, then be fully expressed.

Then, in a footnote, he-I says: “It is to
the __developmeni;T, identification and gen-
eral jprevalence of that fervid comrade-
ship (the adhesive _l9y;_e,'at least rivaling
the amatiye_loye hitherto possessing imag-
inative liter_atu_re,_ if lnothgoing beyond it)
that I look for the counter‘-balance and
offset of our materialistic and vulgar Am-
erican democracy and for the spiritual-

ization thereof. Many will say it is a-dream
and will not follow my inferences: but I
confidentially expect a time when there
will be seen running through it like a
half-hid warp through all the myriad
audible and visible wordly interests of
America, threads of manly friendship,
fond and loving, pure and sweet, strong
and lifelong, carried to degrees hitherto
unknown, not only giving tone to indivi-
dual character and making it unprecedent-
edly emotional, muscular, heroic and re-
fined, but having the deepest relation to
general politics. I say democracy -infers
such loving comradeship as its most inev-
itable twin or counterpart, without which
it will be incomplete, in vain and incap-
able of perpetuating itself.” -

Then, in the preface to the 1876 edition
of Leaves of Grass, he adds, in a long
footnote: “Something more may be added,
for while I am about it, I would make a
full confession. I also sent out Leaves of
Grass to arouse and set flowing in men’s
and women’s, hearts, young and old, end-
less streams of living, pulsating, terrible,
irrepressible yearning, surely more or less
down underneath in most human souls
this never-satisfiedappetite for sympathy,
and this boundless-__ offering of sympathy
—- this universal democratic companion-
ship, this old, eternal, yet ever-new ex-
change of adhesiveness, so fitly emblem-
atic of America — I have given in that
book undisguisedly, declaredly, the open-
est expression. Besides, important as they
are in my purpose as ‘emotional ex-
pressions for humanity, the special mean-
ing‘ of the ‘Calamus cluster’ of Leaves of
Grass, (and more or less running through
the book and cropping out in Drum-
Taps), mainly resides in its political sig-
nificance. In my opinion, it is by a fer-
vent, accepted development of comrade-

men and women. We don't yet “know
what the result would be of men forming
closer emotional ties, or of the making
conscious of those emotional ties and the
acceptance of them as a political signifi-
cance. :

What’s the alternative? You can bring
up the spectre of Greek love and its anti-
feminist concomitant and point out as-
pects of that in behavior of the beatniks-—
a fear of women, at least with _me. But
you would also have to see it as a real,
heart-felt, native development, out of the
fear and restrictiveness of the situation
that we were brought up with: distrust,
hatred, paranoia and competition be-
tween men rather than cooperation; and
the same also between men and women.

Whitman was most sensitive of that be-
cause of his blocked love for men, be-
cause he couldn’t make it with men
openly and publicly. He had to find a
way of expressing his adhesiveness, as he
calls it.

I think a liberation of emotion be-
tween ‘men would also lead to a libera-
tion or straightening out of relations be-
tween men and women, because men
would no longer have to be men in rela-
tion to women in the sense of hard and
conquistadpr. They might have a much
more relaxed relationship in which they
weren’t continuously obliged to be sex-
ualized but could be just friends, or fond.
Men’s non sexual friendship with “women
is now considered unmanly. So the dev-
elopment of frankly emotional, non-gen-
ital friendships with men might mean also
the development, the opening up of
frankly emotional non-genital friendships
with women.

What is the effeminist alternative pos-
ition between men? In other words, what
do they propose besides saying, “No, you
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ship, the beautiful and sane affection of
man for man, latent in all the young
fellows, north and south, east and west,
— it is by this I say and by what goes
directly and indirectly along with it that
the United States of the future, I cannot
too often repeat, are to be most effec-
tively welded together, intercalated, an-
neal’d into a living union..." [Leaves of
Grass, Modern Library Edition,p_ 526-7]

So, that's'really the direction, I think,
for gay lib, for men‘s_ lib, the release of
emotions, finally a release of tenderness
that ’s being suppressed.

YOUNG: Some people in the gay move-
ment who call themselves “effeminists“
would say that this sort of romanticiza-
tion of masculine love is anti-woman, that
it’s another expression of male supremacy
along the lines of Greek love; that the
Greek society which tolerated and nur-
tured homosexuality was: at its root a
male supremacist society.

GINSBERG: I don’t know. I don’t think
that’s so in the long run. I think it’s too
genuine a fe_eling._-;'W_ith-Whitman it didn’t
seemto interfere with hisrelations with

seems to promise, when thoroughly dev- , women‘, because he had women friends
who felt the same as he and who were, I
think, married householder lesbians.

Whitman was’ saying ' that emotional giv-
ing between men, acceptance between
men, has not been developed in America.
One would say nowadays that it's been
repressed by the spirit of competition and
rivalry characteris1;ic_of capitalist home
economics. A concoinithnt potential of a
communal fraternity would be brotherly
tenderness at least.'That tenderness has
been denied to the southern redneck and
is responsible for his disrelation both with
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shouldn’t feel good with your fellow man;
heterosexuals should not develop toward
emotional relations with heterosexuals?”
They’re pointing out the danger of an ex-
clusive club, but we’ve already had that
exclusive club in another form with the
Hemingway macho scene, or with the
military muscular macho scene. I’m‘say-
ing and Whitman is saying that the anti-
dote tol the Hemingway and military
macho sceneis the development of frank,
emotional tenderness and an acknowledge-
ment of tenderness as the basis of gen-
ital or non-genital emotion. It may re-
solve itself in more men friendships, a
democratization of friendships, so that
it’s not exclusively friendships between
men and women on ya sexual basis. I think
it would resolve a lot of the macho con-
flict and contradictions. ' l

I think that’s one of the definitions of
gaiety, or homosexuality: there is a built-
in conditioning, from very early times, in
which both genital and emotional flow
goes toward men more than, as is more
usual, toward women. I thought the point
of gay lib was to admit that variety of
development as being viable, making a
place for that. Otherwise, what is a homo-
sexual? Unless you want to have a homo-
sexual liberation front which proposes
that men should develop out of homo-
sexuality to a more equal and demo-
cratic relation with both men and women.
But I think you could say: let the straight
flower bespeak its purpose in straight-
ness, which is to seek the light, and that
the crooked flower bespeak its purpose in
crookedness, which is to seek the light.
The crooked flower has to go around the
rock to seek the light. But the point was
to get to the light of love, and the straight
flower just grew up straight, right into the
light of love. So you have either biological
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or conditional man-love and a gay lib
movement which purports to release and
make public those emotions. One thing
that gay lib could do would be to break
down the fear barrier that queens have
against women. Breaking down the‘ fear
barrier between men and men would
probably tend toward that.

Another point I’d like to take up is the
traditional, effeminist possibly, objection
to the “sexist”:relations between older
men and younger men. I saw some effem-
inist manifestos [on this point] in Berk-
eley. I took that question to Gavin
Arthur, who died this year in San Fran-
cisco. He was a great gentleman, with
beautiful manners, an astrologer, a teach-
er, a guru, and a grandson of President
Chester Arthur. Neal Cassady slept with
him occasionally, taking refuge in San
Francisco from his travels with Kesey,
back and forth from the railroad; and
Gavin Arthur had slept with Edward Car-
penter, and Edward Carpenter had slept
with Walt Whitman. " "

Gavin Arthur says that it ’s very old and
very charming for older and younger
people to make it -— which you realize
as you get old too —and nothing to be
ashamed of, defensive about, but some-
thing to be encouraged; a healthy rela-
tionship, not a sick neurotic dependency.-I

The main thing is communication. Older
people have ken, experience," history,
memory, information, data, power, mon-
ey and also worldly technology. Younger
people have intelligence, enthusiasm, sex-
uality, energy, vitality, open mind, ath-
letic activity'-- all the characteristics and
sweet, dewy knowledges of youth; and
both profit from the reciprocal exchange.
It becomes more than a sexual relation-
ship; it becomes an exchange of strength,
an exchange of gifts, an exchange of ac-
complishments, an exchange of nature-
bounties. Older people gain vigor, re-
freshment, vitality, energy, hopefulness
and cheerfulness from the attentions of
the young; and the younger people gain
gossip, experience, advice, aid, comfort,
wisdom, knowledge and teaching from
their relation with the old. So as in other
relationships, the combination pf old and
young is functionally useful. It’s far from
sexist, in the sense that the interest of the
younger person is not totally sexual; it’s
more in the relatignship and the wisdom
to be gained.

In Edward Carpenter’s and Whitman’s
time the older person made love to the
younger person, blew the younger per-
son, and there was the absorption of the
younger person"s electric, vital magnet-
ism (according to a charming, theosoph-
ical, ninet_e,enth century theory). And it’s
something that somebody older like my-
self does experience as a natural fact.
When you sleep with somebody younger
you do gain a little vitality of breadth and
bounce. G
YOUNG: cYou’ve referred, to Whitman
and Edward Carpenter, and in some of
your poems you mention Garcia Lorca.
For me it was a very recent, discovery
that these famous writers were gay like
myself, that I had this bond with them.
I’m curious as to how you made this
discovery?
GINSBERG: Lorca’s “Ode to Walt Whit-
man” speaks of “the sun singing on the
navels of boys playing baseball under the
bridges,” which is an image of such erotic
beauty that immediately you realize that
he understood, that he ‘was there; that
was an emotion he felt. Then, later on I
met somebody in Chile who knew him
and said that he’d slept with boys. In fact,
some sort of argument about a boy may
be the cause of the shooting of Lorca. I
don’t think there’s any written biograph-
ical history. ' -

[Homosexuality] is all in Whitman’s
texts: his homo-erotic rhapsody, includ-
ing a ‘description of the time he lay down
with a friend who opened or took off his
shirt. Whitman lay down and kissed him
all over his body. Did you knowithat?
pitfs in Part 5 of"Song of Myself.

YOUNG: You don’t get it in high school.

GINSBERG: But school is irrelevant to
poetry and everything else anyway. I
mean school is something from the nine-
teenth century. Poetry has gone back to
15,000 B.C. There‘s Whitman’s: “We two
boys together clinging, one the other
never leaving, ' up and down the roads
going, north and south excursions making,
power enj oying,"elbows_ stretching, fingers
clutching, armed and fearless, eating,
drinking, sleeping, loving, no law less than
ourselves owning, soldiering, sailoring,
thieving, threatening, misers, menials,
priests alarming, air breathing, water brea-.
thing...." -

And Whitman-says, ...“a glimpse through
an interstice caught a crowd of workmen
...in a barroom around a stove late at

_a winter night, and I unremarked seated
in a corner a youth who loves me and
whom I love, silently approaching and
seating himself near, that he may hold me
by the hand.‘ A long while, and in the
noises of coming and going, of drinking
and oath and smutty jest, there we two,
content, happy in being together, speak-
ing little, - rhasnot a word.” .
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The adhesiveness that Whitman spoke
of is latent in all of us now and ready to
be opened. In ‘the last ten years, god
knows how -many younger boys I've run
across that I just sat and held hands with
and felt lovefeelings toward them, and
they toward me. Gay is too much of a
category. "

YOUNG: I think_ definitely a tension
exists today betWeev_ gay freaks and
straight gays. There" are some people
in gay liberation who say, “I have more in
common with a heterosexual freak than
with a gay person .who’s into very short
hair and alcohol.” And then Ithere are
other gay people who say, “My loyalty is
to other gay people, and the freak cul-
ture is very macho.” I

GINSBERG: The form I felt it in was be-
tween the heart-felt, populist, humanist,
quasi-heterosexual, Whitmanic, bohemian,
free-love, homosexual tradition, as you
find it in Sherwood Anderson, Whitman,
or maybe Genet, versus the privileged,
exaggeratedly effeminate, gossipy, mon-
eyed, money-style-clothingconscious,near
hysterical queen.Of course, there’s noth-
ing more ancient» or honorable than the
old shamanistic transvestite that we see
running up and down Greenwich Avenue
or, among the American Indians, a sha-
man who dresses himself up like a woman
and even takes a husband. The screaming
young queen -—- there’s something very an-y
cient and charming about that; great com-
pany, total individuality and expressive-
ness. Sometimes you fear it’s the scream-
ing, hysterical outside of somebody who’s
going _to have a nervous breakdown and
wind up in the church, or something. But
then there’s also the pettish, spiteful,
anal retentive, disciplinarian. '

But when I was younger the split was
more between the grubby, beatnik, open-
hearted....the nameless, gnostic loversiand"
the monopolistic queens who had priv-
ilege and money. The distinction was
more between the cold-hearted and the
warm hearted.

YOUNG: In the gay bars of New York
did you find both?

GINSBERG: Oh, I found both definitely.
There were lots of outspoken, funny old
sailor queens from the twenties; and then
there were all {sorts of prissy mouthed,
paranoiac, fearful, conservative-reactiom
ary, short-hair, worried, advertising mar-
tinets. And everything in between. There
is a manneristic fairydom that depends on
money, chic, privilege and exclusive, mon-
ppolistic high style, and I would say that
it is usually accompanied by bitchiness
and bad manners and faithless love, too.
I like homosexuality where the lovers are
friends all their lives, and there are many
lovers and many friends.

YOUNG: Could you say something about
your relationship with Peter Orlovsky?

GINSBERG: We met in San Francisco.
He was living with a painter named Rob-
ert LaVigne in ’54. I was having a very
straight life, just trying it out, working in
an advertising company, wearing suits,
living up on Nob Hill in an apartment
with Sheila, who was a jazz singer and
worked in advertising. Things were some-
what unsatisfactory between us. We’d
been taking peyote, so we were into a
psychedelic scene, too.

We got into an argument, so I wandered
down one night into an area of San Fran-
cisco then called Polk Gulch, now known
as a notorious gay area with lots of gay
bars. It was then more of a bohemian sec-
tion, somewhat gay; artistic. Hotel Went-
ley was there, right on the corner of Sut-
ter and Polk, and a Fosters cafeteria. I
went and sat in the Fosters, late_Iatinight.
I ran into Robert Laflignepand got into a
big, interesting, artistic conversation a-
bout the New.York painters I knew —
Larry Rivers, deK_ooning 3, Kline-_ Lavig...
ne- was a provincial San Francisco painter
so I was bringing all sorts of fresh poetry,
art news from New York.

He took me up to see his place and his
paintings, about four blocks away on
Gough Street in an apartment that I sub-
sequently lived in for manyseasons and
still use now. I walked into the apartment
and there was this enormous, beautiful,
lyrical, seven-by-seven foot square paint-
ing of a naked boy with his legs spread,
and some onions at his feet, with a little
Greek embroider on the couch. He had a
nice, clean-looking pecker, yellow hair, a
youthful teeny little face, and a beautiful
frank expression looking right out of the
canvas at me. And I felt a heart throb im-
mediately. So I asked who that was, and
Robert said, “Oh, that’s Peter; he’s here,
he’s home.” And then Peter walked in
the room with the same look on his face,
a little shyer. ' I‘ '

Within a week Robert said that he was
going out of town or breaking up with
Peter, or Peter was breakingrup with him.
He asked me if I was interested in Peter,
and he’d see what he could arrange. I said,
“oooh, don‘t mock me." I’d already
given up. I already had had a historic love
affair with Neal Cassady a decade earlier.
So I was already a tired old dog, in the
sense of the defeats of love, not having
made it, not having found a permanent
life companion. And, in 1955, I was al-
ready 29. I wasn’t a 20-year old kid with
romantic notions. That night we were in
Vesuvios bar. Robert had a big conversa-

wanted _,to make a_ more permanent rela-
tionship__ with me. I had my eyes on Peter
for life-long love; [I was] completely
enamored and intoxicated -—- just the
right person for me, I thought. Robert
was not sure he hadn’t made a mistake,
seeing the flow and the vitality that was
rising up in bothme and Peter. And Peter
began withdrawing. He was caught in
this rivalry between me and Robert, and,
at the same time, there was his unsurety
of me and his relation to me. Basically
he liked girls anyway, so what. was he
doing lying there being screwed by me‘?

Sp _I moved across from the Hotel
tion with Peter, asking Peter if he was in- Wentley and got a room. I was working
terested, sort of like a “shachun,” amat-
rimonial arranger,

Then I went home one night, I went
to Peter’s room. We were to sleep to-
gether that night on a huge mattress he
had on the floor. I took off my clothes
and got into bed. I hadn’t slept with too
many people. Never openly, completely
giving and -taking. With Jack or Neal, with
people who were primarily heterosexual
and who didn’t fully accept the sexualiza-
tion of our tenderness, I felt I was forcing
it on them; so I was always timid about
them making love back to me, and they
very rarely did very much. When they did,
it was like blessings from heaven. If you
get into it, there's a funny kind of
pleasure/pain, absolute loss/hope. When
you blow someone like that and they
come, it’s great! And if they touch you
once, it’s enough to melt the entire life
structure, as well as the heart, the geni-
tals and the earth. And it’ll make you
cr .

go,,,Peter turned around (he was in his
big Japanese robe), opened up the bath-
robe — he was naked —— and put it around
me and pulled me into him; and we got
close, belly to belly, face to face. That

was so frank, so free and so open that I
think it was one of the first times that I
felt open with a boy. Then, emboldened,
I screwed Peter. He wept afterwards, and
I got frightened, not knowing what I’d
done to make him cry, but completely
moved by the fact that he was so involved
as to weep. At the same time the dom-
ineering, sadism part of me was flattered
and erotically aroused.

The reason he wept was that he realized
how much he was giving me and how
much I was demanding, asking and taking.
I think he wept looking at himself in that
position not knowing how he’d gotten
there; not feeling it was wrong, but wond-
ering at the strangeness of it. The most
raw meat of reasons for weeping.

Then, Robert hearing, seeing the situat-
ion, came in to comfort Peter a little bit.
I was very possessive and I pushed Rob-
ert away. That got me and Robert into a
funny kind of distrust that lasted for a
year or two before our karmas finally
resolved. He then realized he was well
off onhis own; and I was burdened with
the karma of love.

Peter was primarily heterosexual, and
always was. I guess that was another
reason he was shocked — the heaviness
of my sadistic possessiveness in screwing
him. For the first time in my life I really
had an opportunity to screw somebody
else! I think that wounded him and
thrilled me a little bit. So we still had to
work out all that in our relationship over
many, many years. It’s painful sometimes.

We slept together perhaps one more
time. ThenII had to go to New York for
my brother’s wedding at Christmas, "54.
I came back and moved into that apart-
ment where they were living, at their in-
vitation. And then there was a triangle of
Robert, me and Peter. Peter had not
made up his mind whether or not he
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in Ia market research job. I had the brill-
iant inspiration that all the categorizing
and market research I was doing could be
fed into a machine, and I wouldn’t have
to add all those columns any more. So l
supervised the transfer for the company,
and that left me out of a job just nicely.
Then I got unemployment compensation.

I was being psychoanalyzed at Langley-
Porter Clinic, an elite extension of U.C.
Berkeley medical school. It was a very
good doctor, and I said: “You know,
I’m very hesitant to ‘get into a deep
thing with Peter, because where can it
ever lead. Maybe I’llig1'ow old and then
Peter probably won’t love me —- just a
transient relationship. Besides, shouldn’t
I be heterosexual?” He said, “Why don’t
you do what you want. What would you
like to do?” And I answered, “Well, I
really would just love to get an apartment
on Montgomery St., stop working and
live with Peter and write poems!” He
said, “Why don’t you do that?” So I
said, “What happens if I get old or some-
thing?” And he replied, “Oh, you’re a
nice person; there’s always people who
will like you” -— which really amazed me.
So, in a sense he gave me permission to be
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- Allen and Peter.
free, not to worry about consequences.

So then I waited for Peter, and Peter
stayed up at the Gough Street apartment
and went to school. I got this room and
started writing a lot and waited and
waited for. Peter. Neal Cassady came by a
couple of times. I made it with Neal. I
can remember one of the last really wild
times I made it with him, because I had a
room of my own and there was privacy,
finally. He was lying there naked, and I
was sitting on his cock, jumping up and
down, trying to make him come. _

And I just waited and waited [for
Peter]. There was nothing I could run
after or pursue, because I couldn’t claim
anything by force. Things got too diffi-
cult where Peter was living, so he got a
room himself in the Wentley, across the
street from where I was. And there was
embarrassment, coldness — not knowing
where each other was, what we would do.
I was waiting for him to make some sort
of decision. A couple of times we drank a
little to see if we could get over the low.
We didn’t sleep together at all, though I
was longing to.

Then one day he was lying in bed, and
he started crying again. He said, “Come
on and take me.” I was too overwhelmed
and frightened to even get a hard-on. I
didn’t know what to do. We both had our
clothes on. I was afraid he was interpret-
ing it as me screwing him again, rather
than really just having each other. But
that soon got resolved, and we moved in
together, into an‘ apartment in North
Beach. We found an apartment, and it
had a room for him, a room for me, and
a hall between us; and a kitchen together.
So that gave us both a little privacy, and,
at the same time, we could make it when
we wanted. -

He was very moody, very sweet, tender,
gentle and open. But every month or two

months he’d go into a very dark, Russian,
Dostoevskian black mood and lock him-
self in his room and weep for days; and
then he’d come out totally -cheerful and
friendly. I found after a while it was best
not to -interrupt him, not to hang round
like a vulture; let him go through his own
y0ga-1.

The key thing was when we decided on
the terms of our marriage — I think it was
in Fosters’ Cafeteria downtown about
three in the morning. We were sitting and
talking about each other, with each other,
trying to figure out what we were going
to do, who we were to each other, and
what we wanted out of each other, how
much I loved him, and how much did he
love me. We arrived at what we both
really desired.

I’d already had visionary experience:
an illumined audition of Blake’s voice and
a sense of epiphany about the universe.
He had had an experience, weeping and
lonesome, walking up the hill to his
college, and having a sense of an appari-
tion of the trees bowing to him. So we
both had some kind of psychedelic, trans-
cendental, mystical image in our brains
and hearts.

We made a vow to each other that he
could own me, my mind and everything I
knew, and my body, and I could own him
and all he knew and all his body; and that
we would give each other ourselves, so
that we possessed each other as property,
to do everything we wanted to, sexually
or intellectually, and in a sense explore
each other until we reached the mystical
“X” together, emerging two merged souls.
We had the understanding that when our
(my particularly) erotic desire was ul-
timately satisfied by being satiated (ra-
ther than denied), there would be a lessen-
ing of desire, grasp, holding on, craving
and attachment; and that ultimately we
would both be delivered free in heaven
together. And so the vow was that
neither of us would =fgo into heaven un-
less we could .__geI1;, the other one in -—-
like a mutual bodhisattva’s vow.

That’s actually the bodhisattva’s vow —
“Sentient beings are numberless, I vow to
enlighten them all. Passions are number-
less, I vow to quench them all, cut them
all down. The nature of the dharma, the
doors of nature. are endless, I vow to
enter every single one of them. Buddha
path very high and long and endless —
vow to follow, through all the way -
Buddha path, infinite, limitless, vow to
go all the way through.” Sentient beings,
numberless, unnumbered -—- countless,
vow to count every one; enlighten every
single one of them. Basically a vows to be
reborn as everybody, one after another,
every stone, every leaf blade, vow to be
every individual part of the universe at
one time or another, and accept the fate
of that particle, so to speak.

Well, this is like a limited version of that,
almost intuitive, the vow to stay with
each other to whatever eternal conscious-
ness: him with his trees bowing, me with
Blake eternity vision. I was more intellec-
tual, so I was offering my mind, my in-
tellect; he was more athletic and phys-
ical and was offering his body. So we held
hands, took a vow: I do, I do, you prom-
ise?yes, I do. At that instant we looked in
each other’s eyes and there was a kind of
celestial cold fire that crept over us and
blazed "up and illuminated the entire cafe
teria and made it an eternal place.

I found somebody who’d accept my
devotion, and he found somebody who’d
accept his devotion andwho was devoted
to him. It was really a fulfillment of fan-
tasy, -to a point where fantasy and reality
finally merged. Desire illuminated the
room, because it was a fulfillment of all
my fantasies since I was nine, when I
began to have erotic love fantasies. And
that vow has stuck as the primary core of
our relationship. That’s the mutual con-
sciousness; it ’s the‘ celestial social contract,
valid because it was an expression of the
desire of that time, and it was workable.
It’s really the basic human relationship —
you give yourself to each other, help each
other and don’t go to heaven without
each other.

There’s this mythology of Arjuna, from
the Baghavad-Gita, getting to the door of
heaven. He’s got this little dog following
him, and they say, you can come in but
you can’t bring your dog. And he says,
well, no, if I canit go in with my dog, I
won’t go. And then they say, oh, come
on, you can go in, just leave him behind,
it’s only a dog. And he says, no, I love iny
dog, and I trust that love, and if can’t
bring that trust in, then what kind of
heaven is this? And the third time, he
says, no, no, no, I’ll stay out and put the
dog in heaven but Iwon’t go in without
the dog. I vowed to tears with my dog,
I can’t leave my dog alone. And so,
finally, after the third time, thedog turns
out to be Krishna, the supreme lord of
the universe and heaven itself. He was
only trying to get heaven into heaven.
And his instinct was right. And our in-
stinct was right. It was enough to bring
us through very difficult times —- all
through the change of status, beat gener-
ationpand fame, the alteration of .,so}':-
ial identity that fame entails.
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Our relationship has lasted from 19541
to 197 2.; The terms have changed tremen-
dously. Peter’s gone through a lot of
changes, and we ’ve separated for a year at
a time. And always come back. We’ve
gone through a lot of phases of sleeping
with people together, doing orgies to-
gether, sleepingalone together.Now Peter
sleeps with a girl. I very rarely sleep with
him. But the origin of our relationship is
a fond affection. I wouldn‘t want to go to
“heaven and leave Peter alone on earth;
and he wouldn’t leave me alone if I was
sick in bed, dying, gray-haired, wormy,
rheumatic. He’d have pity on me. We’ve
maintained our relationship so long that
at this point we could separate and it
would be all right. I think the karma has
resolved and worn out.

The original premise was to have each
other and possess each other until the
karma was worn out, until the desire,
the neurotic attachment, was satisfied by
satiation. And there’s been satiation, dis-
appointment and madness, because he
went through, a long period of speed
freakery in, the mid sixties which really
strained things. We had times of hostile
screaming at each other such as happens
in the worst of homo and hetero sexual
marriages, where people have murder in
their hearts toward each other. That
burned out a lot of the false emotion of
youth, and the unrealistic graspings, crav-
ings, attachments and dependencies. So
he’s now independent, and I’mindepen-
dent of him. And yet there’s an indepen-
dent curiosity between us. _

YOUNG:_ There were some vague stories
going around about your visit to Cuba in
1965 and departure. I’d like to know
more about what you did in Cuba and
what you said that eventually got you
deported. I

GINSBERG: Well, the worst thing I said
was that I’d heard, by rumor, that Raul
Castro was gay. And the second worst
thing I said was that Che Guevaragwas
cute. The most substantial thing was that
I went around wondering why their mari-
juana policy, as of 1965, was so unscien-
tific. I didn't accept the answer I got
which was that the Batista soldiers used
to get high and shoot at them, because I
didn’t think that was true. By hindsight,
it doesn’t seem really relevant to their
needs, but at the same time, the denial "of
marijuana doesn’t seem relevant to their
needs, either. i

There was persecution of homosexuals
in the primarily gay-oriented theater group
at the time. Instead of finding a place for
that, they tried to break it up and sent
everybody out to the sugar cane fields to
work. This was an attempt to humiliate
them, to. use sugar cane for humiliation
rather than community. And it wasn’t in
the newspapers. It was a secret campaign,
with all the young Communist-League
party hack, flag-waving kids, like the
Nixonettes, so to speak, accusing every-
body they didn’t like of being faggots.

It was considered bad form to wear
beards and long h"air, even though that
was the characteristic style of Castro and
the liberators up on the main drag, La
Rampa. People were being stopped by the
police and busted for having long hair,
accused of being existentialists and deg-
enerates. A bunch of young kids belong-
ing to a poetry group I knew, El Puente
(The Bridge), were being bugged by the
police, not allowed to publish, and were
called fairies. The whole group of Escri-
tores del Encuentro Inter-Americana,spon
sored by Casa de las Americas, went to
the theater. We were joined there by a
whole bunch of the young poet kids.
When we left the theater, they were all
stopped by the police, arrested and told
to stop hanging around with foreigners:
Some of the young poet kids were trans-
lating my work.

There was a police bureaucracy in Cuba
that was very heavy and was coming
down heavy on culture, in terms of
beards, sexual revolution tendencies, soc-
iability, and homosexuality. In other
words, there was no real cultural revolu-
tion; it was still basically a Catholic men-
tality. As in many Communist countries,
the police bureaucrat Party hacks were
like Mayor Daley ward-heelers: flag-wav-
ing, fat assed square types. Self seeking
squares, not at all spiritually communist,
were getting control of the police and
emigration bureaucracies and setting them-
selves at odds against the people who
screw with their eyes open, listen to
the Beatles and read interesting books
like Genet, and fought at the Bay of Pigs
against the Americans. Even people who
had been up in the mountains with Cas-
tro were very secretive about smoking
grass.The press was monolithically con-
trolled and boring, and the newspaper
reporters for the press reminded me very
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Bob Donlin, Neal Cassady, Ginsberg, Bob LaVigne, Larry
Ferlinghetti in front of City Lights Bookstore, 1957. Photo
by Peter Orlovsky. q

much of.the self-righteous newspaper rep-
orters from the Daily News as far as
their opinionation and argumentativeness.

I just continued talking there as I
would talk here in terms of "being anti-
authoritarian. But my basic feeling there
was sympathetic to the revolution. I had
friends" living there, was invited there as
a guest, and I took part as a judge in a
literary contest. .The worst thing was the
talk about homosexuality and the chal-
lenge to the official osition about it.
Castro had taken an otlficial position in a
speech at the university in which. he had
attacked homosexuality. He called it deg-
enerate or abnormal, saw it as a cabal, per-
haps, a conspiracy. I think he praised the
Young Communist League for turning in
fairies. -

I suggested to Haydee Santamaria that
they invite the Beatles and got the answer:
“They have no ideology; we are trying to
build a revolution with an ideology.”
Well, that’s true, but what was the id-
eology they were proposing? A police
bureaucracy that persecutes fairies? I
mean, they’re wasting enormous energy
onthat. Some of those “fairies” were
the best revolutionaries -—- people that
fought at the Bay of Pigs, Playa Giron.

I slept with one young poet, secretively.
I took one stick of grass one day, walking
along a shady street with a bearded fellow
who said he’d been up in the mountains
with Castro and that they had smoked up
there.

I thought one of the most brilliant and
interesting results of gay liberation was
the confrontation with the repressive,
conservative police bureaucracy in Cuba.
I think the confrontation between‘ the
Venceremos Brigade and Gay Lib show-
ing the Cuban mental block on the Sub-
ject of homosexuality was one of the
most useful things that gay lib did on an
international scale. At least it brought the
question to front-brain s consciousness.
Gay lib people went there to offer them-
selves and, I think, less to confront the
Cubans than to find, out what the scene
was. They were, obviously, faithful in
terms of change and sympathy with the
revolution. ‘Since it was a gay lib group
[that did this], the right wing, capitalist
press couldn’t take advantage of the con-
frontation to put shame on Cuba, because
otherwise they’d have to defend gay lib!
So, it was gay lib taking the bull by the
horns, within the context of brotherhood,
challenging the Cuban macho, repressive
mentality in a constructive way. I don’t
think the Communist Party there reacted I Saw 3 1°t of 9171191‘ lFh'i11g5 there 111

terms of cultural persecution. I was in.-very well. What was the result?

"-

YOUNG: In the interim period the brig-
ade has adopted a policy of excluding gay
liberation people. There was a fifth brig-
ade that did not have gay liberation
people on it. The Cubans have since come
up with a detailed, rather specific policy
statement on homosexuality, declaring it
to be a “social pathology.” The pro-
Cuban Venceremos Brigade people have
related with hostility to the radical gay
lib movement. Large numbers of New
Left people who formerly were very sym-
pathetic to Cuba have reduced their ex-
pression of sympathy for Cuba because
the gay question. The Cubans, basically,
have forced a lot of people to choose
between the Cuban revolution and gay
liberation, and they're quite surprised to
find people choosing the gays. v

GINSBERG: When Castro originally had
his revolution, he said it’s a marxist revol-
ution but still a humanist revolution. If
it’s a humanist revolution, they cannot
put down gays. Otherwise, it's double
talk. I think it’s important to support any
separation from American imperialism
and conspicuous consumption, and flny
sort of independence from American psy-
chological domination. But, on the other
hand, the reason for doing so is to be-
come human and independent again.

If the definition of human and inde-
pendent means sustaining an old, authori-
tarian viewpoint toward sexuality —— the
monotheistic, Catholic viewpoint —- then
it would be better that American radi-
cals at least realized that they’re dealing
with human beings in the Cuban situation
rather than with divine authorities. I am
willing to accept the fact that the Cuban
revolution is a genuine relief from Mafia
capitalist domination, the previously cor-
rupt society of Cuba, and a release from
America.

In other words, I feel the Cuban revo-
lution is important and should sup-
ported. They’ll learn, soon enough. They’
re gonna see the end of the world anyway
and end up with long hair and pansex-
ualities. They’re going to have to take it
as state policy before'they’re over, just to
relieve their population problem. Ithink
gays are dealing in the long run from a
position of great strength, because their
position is founded in ancient rules of
mammal behavior and ecological neces-
sity as far as the future and the recog-
nition of common humanity. So I think
gays can afford to say, “Ahhh."

Allen Ginsberg in Cuba, 1965, in the wreckage of an*
" American plane shot down over the Bay. of Pigs.
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terested -in srmteria: lEd.: Afro-Cuban"
cults]. With a group of writers I went to
a sam‘ero’s house in the outskirts of Hav-
ana for a Congo and Yoruba ceremony.
In-the middle of the ceremony the police
came in, wanted everybody’s name and
address and harassed everybody. They
said you had to have a permit for any
meeting of more than ten or twelve h ~
people after a certain hour or even at any
time in a private house. They knew who
we were perfectly well; we had repre-
sentatives there from the Casa de las
Americas. So again it was the police
bureaucracy hassling the cultural side.

One of the boasts in Cuba was the
acceptance of black consciousness. The
santeria religion was one of the great anc-
ient tribal things that had resisted the
white, honky, Christian church, and here
they were interrupting this ceremony!
There was apparently an attempt to dis-
courage the practice of santeria because
it was like a rival spiritual authority to
the state.

In Cuba I remember that most of the
honkies from a Catholic -background were
indifferent to black culture and to the
heart of it which was the santeria cult.
But among the appreciators were some
of the old gay painters and poets.

YOUNG: A couple of friends of mine
who were recently in Cuba told me
that the persecution of the santerias con-
tinues. At the same time there is peace
between the Cuban government and the
Catholic Church. The Cuban Declaration
of the Congress on Education and Cul-
ture specifically tatacks the santeria but
speaks very positively about relations
with the Catholic Church, especially in
terms of the support of the Catholic
Church in other Latin American coun-
tries for left-wing forces.

One of these black santeros, who was
wanted by the police, escaped and hid in
the house of a homosexual friend. They
were both caught and arrested. The news
report about the arrest emphasized the
connection between santeria and homo-
sexuality. They used the stronger taboo
against homosexuality to reinforce the
attack on the senteria.

Edward C rpenter says that one of the
things that-zlade him a revolutionary was
going to Africa and through his gayness
becoming familiar with the humanity of
the African people.

In Cuba I met the three people who ‘run
the puppet theatre, the Teatro de Guinol,
a brother and sister and a third person.
The brother and the third person are both
gay.,The people in the theater are mostly
gay. When I was there in 1969, I hardly
even. perceived that they were gay, be-
cause of my own closet situation. They
told me they were producing a Yoruba
play. Pepe Carril wrote it and it has been
translated into English by Susan Shennan.
Carucha, one of the directors of the
theatre, told me that they had to fight to
do this Yoruba play. They did a thea-
trical puppetry presentation of the Yor-
uba cult, and afterwards -the party hacks
thought that it was o.k.

GINSBERG: The original humanist, Marx-
ist approach was that western monopoly
capitalism, homogenized, turned into a
commercial mass cult, a plastic, degen-
erate commodity. From - a revolutionary
point of view, the rights and cultural her-
itage of workers and minorities had to be
preserved from the depredations of the
evil banks and cultural monopolists. By
revolutionary theory the Yoruba trad-
ition jamong the blacks should be cul-
tivated and subsidized, kept as folk art of
the people, as their art and religion. So,
it’s a contradiction in basic marxist ap-
proach to have a rivalry between police
bureaucracy and Yoruba priests.
-1

YOUNG: I think it has something to do
with plain old racism; white supremacy.

GINSBERG: I suppose so. It means that
blacks have a culture of their own, and
whites don’t want that. So what do you
say to Castro? Has anyone had an in-
teresting conversation with Castro in the
last seven years‘? He used to have conver-
sations with interesting people like Sartre.

__ 1 . 1

I was in my hotel room one morning
toward the end of my stay in Cuba
when three uniformed, olive-clothed, mute
soldiers came in with an officer. He said
he was head of immigration, that I had to
pack my bags, and that I was being dep-
orted on the next plane to Prague. I
asked if they had informed the Casa
de las Americas, and the answer was, no
there will be time enough later. They
wouldn’t let me make a phone? call to
the Casa which was my host, and they
took me downstairs. I shouted in the
lobby to Nicanor Parra [Ed.: a leading
Chilean poet] that I was being deported
and they should get in touch with the
Casa dc las Americas and warn them.I
was driven out to the airport. On the
way, I asked why I was being deported.
The officer said, “For breaking the laws
of Cuba." And I said, “What laws?" He
responded, “You'll have to ask yourself
that.” And that answer, I thought, was
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like the answer I got from Dean Mc-
Knight at Columbia University when I
got kicked out for staying .overnight in
my room with Jack Kerouac. And we had’
n’t made love at all. We just slept there
because Kerouac had no place to sleep
that night. ;

I didn’t .-1-go round screaming to Time
magazinefthat I’d been unjustly kicked
out of Cuba. I just gave them the ben-
efit of "the doubt, understanding that
I was like a pawn. It was a fight between
the liberal groups and the military bureau-
cracy groups. I realized also that the
more the United States put pressure on
Cuba, the more power the right-wing mil-
itary, police bureaucracy and Party hacks
would get. The real problem was to
relieve the pressure in America, to end
the blockade rather than to “blame” the
Cuban Revolution, Castro, or Marxism —
although I don’t think Castro was very
tactful on the question of homosexuality.
There was an excessively macho thought-
lessness on his part, and insensitivity.

YOUNG: When I was there in ’71 at the
journalists’ conference, there was a recep-
tion, at the side of a big swimming pool.
Everybody was crowding around Fidel.
He was loving it and getting involved in
lively conversation with different people.
I was feeling very out of it. I was the only
male that didn’t have short hair, a suit
and a tie, except for some Africans in
African dress. The whole idea of pushing
into a crowd to talk to a famous man was
something I wasn"t exactly into.

I decided to get involved 1n conver-
sation with some other people. I spoke
with a very important comandante, a
black guy, who had fought with Fidel in
the hills and was on the central com-
mittee. Karen Wald, an American who
was with us, asked him what he thought
about machismo. And he said, “Oh, man,
that’s good!” I can’t figure out to this
day whether he was putting her on or
whether he was simply expressing his very
gut reaction — which is that machismo is
an important thing for a Cuban man to
appreciate.

GINSBERG: The question does finally
boil down to machismo, both here in the
United States, and there, in terms of
revolutionary tactics. Gay lib, in a sense,
has a good approach to straight people
with smug, middle-class ideas about pow-
er coming out of the barrel of anything,
actually.

YOUNG: I think there’s been a certain
schizophrenia in the radical section of gay
liberation. People have said they’re a-
gainst power. In fact, most of the people
I know in the radical wing of gay1ibe1-a-
tion don’t even like and don’t use the
slogan “gay power” because of the word
power. »

GINSBERG: Gregory Corso has a great
} poem called “Power” which I invite you

~ Ito check out. It was written in 1959:
“Power is standing on a street corner wait-
ing for nobody” .....’.“A thirst for power
is a thirst for sand.”

YOUNG: On the one hand people were
attacking the whole notion of power,
trying to do away with power in per-
sonal relationships. On the other hand,
there was this desire to be a part of the
left, a desire best epitomized by the
slogan, “Go left, go gay, go pick up the
gun” — a variation of the Panther slogan.

GINSBERG: Though it may serve as a
vehicle for machismo among gays, it also
serves as a‘ deflating slogan for the pomp-
ousness of black or white power slogans
that are actually a bit ridiculous some-
times.

The slogan “Power comes out _of the
barrel of a gun” was irrelevant in the
American situation all along. There wasn’t
enough imagination in terms of tactics
and poetry. How do you transform and
convert America‘? It was a sign of the pov-
erty of imagination that finally people
fell into violence, when all along the
whole problem had been mental violence,
blindness and rage. Gay lib really did turn
all of the machismo of theleft inside
out. ‘

ll‘

YOUNG: Do you -feel that gay liberation
has influenced you personally in any way?

GINSBERG: I use the word “gay” now
which I never did before. And that’s im-
portant when you change somebody ’s lan-
guage. I find myself drifting toward the
gay lib group whenever there’s a big
parade, because it’s generally so sincere
and interesting. The ideology there, at
least is personal. Gay lib has influenced
my thinking on a few other things .._....
like junkie liberation. '

If you can have gay liberation from the
oppression of the macho oppressors, then
you can have junkie liberation from the
oppression of "the macho Mafia C.I.A
fuzz A.M.A., the Truman-Nixonoppres
sion of punitive treatment of junkie ill-
ness rather than medical treatment. There
should be a Junkie Liberation Front.
They’re the most oppressed group in Am-
erica, in the sense that they’re hunted
down like dogs by people with guns.
They’re always under the threat of jail.
They’re sick. 'They’v_e got a legitimate ill-
ness, and they’re not being treated with
legitimate medical means. But they are
thrown over into the hands of the’most
corrupt police agents in America -—- narcs
who have relations with the Mafia and
peddle — as proved by the Knapp Com-
mission and various other documented an-
alyses. They’ve suffered the greatest im-
age distortion of any group in America.
There was never a category of human
being in America that was invented as

I‘

I went to a fewof Mattachine’s meet-
ings and gave a little poetry reading there
in San Francisco. But I never got involved
politically with them, just literarily. Of
course, San Francisco was always more
advanced than New York in terms of the
acceptance of homosexuality. It’s like a
Parisian city. There was a historic, famous
bar in San Francisco’s North Beach (near
what was called the Monkey Block),
which was maybe the greatest gay bar in
America. It was really totally "open, bo-
hemian, San Francisco, Viennese; and
everybody went there, heterosexual and
homosexual. It was lit up, there was a
honky tonk piano; it was enormous. All
the gay screaming queens would come,
the heterosexual gray flannel suit types,
longshoremen.."All the poets went there.

YOUNG: Martha Shelley has. a great first
line in “Gay is Good,” one of the first
gay liberation articles: “Look out straights,

low as the fiend category for heroin here comes the Gay Liberation Front,
addicts. They didn’t even say liquor
fiends.

And they are the victim of slander.
They’re called a criminal class, violent
murderers when they’re not; when it’s
the alcoholics who are really out of con-
trol. Half of the Pentagon generals are
alcoholics, too.

YOUNG: One of the quotations that
floats around gay liberation ascribed to
you is your reaction to the Stonewall
riot: “The fags have lost that wounded
look.” “What were the circumstances?
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springing up like warts all over the bland
face of Amerika, causing shudders of in-
digestion in the delicately balanced bow-
els of the Movement.” At the end of the
article she says, "You will never be rid of
us because we reproduce ourselves out of
your bOd16S..”

GINSBERG: There’s too much of a con-
flict there. The point is that nobody’s
straight. It’s like calling someone a pig.
Everybody has dreams that have some
homo-erotic content. So the problem is
to make it safe for “straights” to feel the
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L—R: Orlovsky, Burroughs, Ginsberg, Alan Ansen, Paul
“Bowles, Gregory Corso, Tangier, garden of Villa Mouneria
where Burroughs lived.

GINSBERG: It was aninterview in the
Voice. I wasn’t there at the riot. I heard
about it, and I went down the next night
to the Stonewall to show the colors. A
crowd was there, and the place was open.
So I said [to myself], the best thing I
can do is to go in; the worst that can hap-
pen is Illl calm the scene. They’re not
going to attack them when I’m there. l’ll
just start a big Om.

I didn’t relate to the violent part [of
Stonewall]. The trashing part I thought
was bitchy, unnecessary, hysterical. But,
on the other hand, there, was this image
that everybody wanted to make that they
could beat up the police, which appar-
ently they managed to do. It was so
funny as an image that it was hard to
disapprove of, even though it-involved a
little violence. I

YOUNG: Did you at that moment anti-
cipate that this might lead to something
called gay liberation with organizations,
publications and so forth?

GINSBERG: It seemed to have been
there all along, somehow. There was al-
ready that in rudimentary form with the
Mattachine Society and One. They were
more sedate, but they did some interest-
ing things in their time.

I published the poem to Neal “The
Green Automobile,” in 1956 or 1959,
in The Mattachine Review. Because it was
a frank love poem, approving of the
[gay] love relationship, it brought forth
a rebuke from psychiatrist Karl Mennin-
ger of Topeka, Kansas. He wrote a strange
letter to the Mattachine Society, denounc-
ing the poem and saying they were trying
to""cui'e' evé_’r'ybody,:'and here was this
terrible poem boasting of these perverted
feelings!

whole spectrum of feelings instead of
single level feelings, just as it’s important
for gay people to feel a whole spectrum
of feelings. The politics of challenge in
that sense doesn’t seem to make too
much sense. You don’t woo somebody
by challenging them. You woo them by
giving them a place where they ‘re comfor-
table,’ making it safe for them to get a
hard-on....

YOUNG: I think there are definitely ten-
sions in the movement now between the
people who say having lots of blow jobs
is liberation, and those who say that we
are trapped in a meat-meets-meat ap-
proach and have to get out of that and
relate to each other as people.

GINSBERG: "It’s an important human ex-
perience to relate to yourself and others
as a hunk of meat sometimes. That’s one
way of losing ego, one holy divine yoga
of losing ego: getting involved in an orgy
and being reduced to an anonymous piece
of meat, coming, and recognizing your
own orgiastic anonymity. It’s not a place
where you want to live all your life, but
it’s certainly a place where you want to
see and experience as a lesson, exper-
ience of consciousness that’s valid for a
certain level, an experience of great,
divine beast consciousness. That’s what
they used to have the Dionysian orgy for;
it’s an ancient ritual; I don’t think there’s
anything wrong with relating to people
on the level of pure meat, as. long as
you don’t get trapped into that all the
time as -a single level of consciousness —
as some queens do. _

The gay lib answer is obviously not
going to be just simply lyrical sexuality.
The use of sex as a banner to épater Ies
bourgeois, to shock, show resentment or

to c allenge is not sufficiently interesting
to maintain for more than ten minutes;
it’s not enough to sustain a program’ that
will carry love through the deathbed or
help out Indo-China. Or even get laid,
finally. You have to have something more.
You have to relate to people and their
problems, too.
I dig‘ baths and orgies. I think orgies

should be institutionalized: impersonal
meat orgies, with no question of per-
sonality or character or relating to people
as people.

Anyone who insults Dionysus had bet-
ter watch out! The leopards come and
get them, or else they get turned to vine
leaves, in Ezra Pound, [Canto 2] when
they _ practice god-slight, the insult to
Dionysus.

YOUNG: The problem with that ap-
proach is that as long as your meat is
young and attractive, you’re doing’ o.k;
But if it doesn’t meet the standards...

GINSBERG: When you get to be my age,
that’s when you really appreciate orgies,
in the dark when nobody_sees anybody
and doesn’t ive a shit who they’re beinE E
screwed by. The paranoia in Turkish
baths, are you acceptable or not, is anoth-
er problem. But orgy is one way for
people to equalize — for fat people, thin
people, handsome people and ugly people
hunchbacks and one-legged people and
rachitics all together in the dark.

Peter and I used to get into scenes in
San Francisco with girls and boys to-
gether, very nice. He liked girls, and that
situation would set up a nice vibration
when other men would come in. Since
Peter and I were already close and making
it, that opened the door to anybody.
He’d make out with girls and I’d make
out with boys. Sometimes I’d make out
with girls too, Or-]we’d make out with
each other. We had a two year period in
San Francisco where almost every party
we went to we took off our clothes and
wound up in bed with one or two
people. We didn’t try to start orgies; we
just took off our clothes, wandered a-
round the party, had an good time and
didn’t make a big scene out of it.

YOUNG: When saw the dedication of
Howl and found out about Carl Solomon,
I was curious as to your relationship.

GINSBERG: That was never an erotic
relationship. I went to a mental hospital
in 1948 as the result of a bust involving
grass and stolen cars —a typical, college
fuck up bust. In the old days when you
were from a genteel family they sent you
off to a bughouse to get out of going to
jail. So I went through that middle-class
resolution to my bust. I wound upyin the
New York State Psychiatric Institute on
168th Street.

The day I walked in with all my bags
I met thisbig fellow [Carl Solomon] just
coming up from electric shock. I was
waiting to be assigned a room, nervous
and strange and wondering what I was
doing in this psychiatric institute with all
these people supposed to be crazy. And
a little worried that I’d lost my grip on
reality. ‘

Carl Solomon asked me who Iwas.He
seemed so intelligent and literate that I
wanted to see if he had any soul. So I
said, “I’m Prince Mishkin” (a saintly
character in The Idiot.) And he said, “I’m
Kiriloff (a hard nihilist in The Possessed).
So we had a funny" understanding. Then
we had_a literary time, writing imaginary
letters to T.S. Eliot. He introduced me to
Genet’s work and to Artaud’s work. He
was very learned in French literature and
surrealism. He turned me on to a lot of
French literature that I’d missed. Then he
took me down to the Village, and I began
digging the whole subterranedn Village of
1949-50 through his eyes. He’s written
several little collections of pithy contes —
stories and aphorisms.

He’s still a friend and was here about a
month ago. A couple of times a year we
get together and spend some time. He was
heavily ideologically Marxist at one time
and then anti-Marxist. He went through
all sorts of chamaleon-like mad changes
searching for a sane way of approaching
the fact that everybody in the world is
mad, anyway.

YOUNG: I remember hearing that around
the time of the original excitement about
LSD, Timothy Leary made some state-
ment saying that it cured homosexuality.
I recall you said you had a heterosexual
experience under the influence of LSD.

GINSBERG: [I had] an emotionally het-
erosexual fantasy experience in.relation
to my mother and girls. But everybody
has that on LSD. It was a breakthrough
of heterosexual feeling/emotion in rela-
tion to my-mother, and there were so
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If a movement of this kind of personal
film, cheaply but sensitively made, ever
emerged, we could exchange films from
various parts of the country, like letters,
and begin small, gay film festivals in the
community centers and college oriented
GLFs. This would open a whole new
avenue of communication to gay people,
and offer them a way of giving creative
form to their experiences. It would be
interesting and valuable, for instance, to
have a personal film about “coming out"
including reactions of relatives, friends,

ul
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'Dionysius (a film by Charles Boultenhouse)

along with subjective notations of the
person involved; First rate examples of
this kind of work are to be seen in the
films of Peter de Rome, an English film-
maker, working out of New York. Da-
vid Robinson, in Sight and Sound, has
the following to say about de Rome's
efforts:

"Entirely personal, never until now -—
[The Amsterdam Wet Dream Festival]
shown or intended to be shown publicly
it has nothing in common with any or-
dinary notions of pornography or ob-
scenity, but represents the work of an

’ extremely able, instinctual, private film-
maker who has chosen to work...en-
tirely in sexual themé”s and images. The
best of his films have a strongly roman-
tic and idealistic tendency—Encounter,
in which a group of strangers meet and
make contact entirely through tactile

discovery of one another (this was shot
as cine-veritél; Exposure, a rather com-
study of a young man's attraction to his
own alter ego; Fire /s/and Kids, an ex-
hilirating, utterly imprurient portrait of
portrait of sexual affection (again ac-
tuality: the lovers asked that their infat-
uation be recorded). "Technically, the
films...have unusual assurance and fluid-
ity; the content is marked by a warmth
and delight in the people and their
smiles and their pleasure, qualities quite
alien to the hard stuff of commercial
porn...”

Among the thousands of student film-
makers throughout America there are
some gays who are beginning to docu-
ment the aspirations and achievements
of the liberation movement on film.
The most imposing of these, to date, is
by Ken Robinson at the University of
Southern) California, "entitled Some of
Your Best Friends (not to be confused
with an atrocious camplore feature film
called Some of My Best Friends Are...).
Employing a cinema-verité format, he'-
captured the genesis of the gay libera-
tion movement in New York and Los
Angeles, interviewing up-front partici-
pants about their feelings and experi-
ences. We see Morris Kiight, the Socra-
tic exemplar of gay liberation, speaking
outside the Stonewall; Don Kilhefner
(now Director of the Gay Community
Services Center, L.A.), and a number of
other men and women of the commun-
ity speaking out about their feelings of
oppression and liberation. Most memo-
rable, perhaps, is John Platania of Los
Angeles, walking through_Griffith Park,
telling us how he was entrapped by the
vice squad and later delivering a speech
about his plan to defend himself in
court. (He won, by the way.) A gay
contingent is seen confronting a psychi-
atric convention, challenging its oppres-
sive advocacy of aversion therapy, mov-
ing into a rousing, spirited debate A
group of people, representing a homo-
phile organization in New York, are
shrouded in shadow, to protect their

pride and integrity. -
Beautifully photographed and scored,

this 40-minute film is now being mark-
eted for educational purposes by Uni-
versal-Kinetic, 2001 S. Vermont Ave-
hue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007. Al-
though it is not currently available for
rental (sale price is $325). Preview
prints are available. Wide showings in
the Los Angeles area have proven the
film to be a valuable learning exper-
ience for gay as well as straight audien-
ces. As there are no other films in com-
petition with it, Some of Your Best
Friends is reportedly in great demand
by schools, and is bound to effect more
consciousness raising than a dozen films
like Sunday, Bloody Sunday or That
Certain Summer. -

This is, of course, only the beginning
of what I have called a revolutionary
gay cinema. There are, at the same time,
some obstacles to this dream. Film is an

I

~-expensive medium, compared with writ-
ing. The cost of Super 8 equipment and
quality sound recording are diminishing,
however, and more people seem willing
to invest in filming equipment. I feel
that film-making collectives could be es-
tablished by gays through service orga-
nizations with _a pooling of expenses
and equipment on more ambitious pro-
jects. But money is never any real indi-
cation of quality. The makers of Boys
in the Sand intended to produce a tech-
nically perfect, slick, Hollywood pic
with quantities of sex thrown in for box-
office draw, not a workof any artistic,
political message or substance. Even a
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feature length film (without synchro-
nous sound) can be made in Super 8 for
under $1,000, and much less if you are
careful and consult handbooks as -to
means of curtailing expenses.
(Another problematical area is: who

are you making the film for? Of course,
you can -make films for your own perso-
nal satisfaction. But if you are con-
cerned with film as a tool for cultural
revolution and for expressing and com-
municating with others, you should
keep in mind the consciousness level 'of
the recipients of the communication. In
his recent series of political films, made
on minimal budgets, Jean-Luc_Godard
explains that he had no intention of
showing ‘them to the typical middle-
class movie audience, but rather aimed
them at the workers, students, the po-
tential revolutionaries. They could take
up the challenges presented in his films,
which are more like Brechtian satires or
essays rather than bourgeois entertain-
ments. In this regard, it might be in-
teresting to do a film or a series of films
exploring some of the ideas (set down in
Wittman's "Gay Manifesto.“ The im-
portant thing, however, is that gay
people create these films; otherwise, we
will soon end up like the blacks, so long
exploited in racist cinema. When the
day comes that gays will no longer tol-
erate being exploited as deviants by the
straight thinking Hollywood Establish-
ment, then we can move in and produce
our own Movie of the Week. - _

To my knowledge, there are not more
than a handful of films in existence that
can truly be labelled “gay radical cin-
ema.” My remarks here will hopefully
encourage the beginning of such work

(dealing with political, social and sexual
themes, while at the same time showing
their relatedness. These small, personal
efforts may be influential in leading to
more imposing, independent feature
films that can take up gay sex and poli-
tics in a mature, artistic manner. Mean-
while, I want to encourage any gay film
makers to contact me through Gay Sun-
shine about any completed or planned
projects, as well as reports of any film-
making collectives now functioning.

identity as opposed to the Iiberationists _ g s A _|_ee AtWe||
whose bright, shining faces reflect their Johnny Minotaur (a film bv Charles-Henri Ford)
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almost everything. It doesn't he_Ip_,though
to know that we live in probably the only
culture where a person's-Iife is in danger
if he says, “I love you.”

The part that was even more curious
about that affair was the attitude that
people took toward me. They talked
about me not so much as though I was
unusual, abnormal, or‘ crazy for loving
or propositioning boys; but as though I
was immoral, depraved, or out-of-con-
trol. The implication was that I had let
myself do what everyone else wanted to
do, and that was why I was dangerous. I
was, in other words, more to be censured
than pitied. Realizing that the censure
in such cases tends to be pretty heavy, I
decided to head out of town--fast.

About a year after that, those two
boys raped a local girl. One of them went
to prison. The other one got off, but
shortly after killed himself in an auto-
mobileaccident. I think--I know!--that if
my love could have been freely given and
accepted, that tragedy would never have-
happened.

Could you have liberated those boys?
Or their fathers and mothers? Would you
liberate me from caring about them? I
know you will say that the cause of
liberation will eventually affect everyone,
even those who deny their need for love
and turn it into violence. You're prob-
ably right; but for me the time haspassed.
Do you see the irony of asking me to

struggle for liberation? Social causes have
little personal meaning for me, now that
my personal cause must be accepted as
lost.

I am not taking a black, all-is-hopeless
attitude. Life has much joy and com-
regrets about how it has been so far.
It's just that I have been disappointed too
often to continue, especially at my age,
to ihope that I will find what I have been
searching forso long. I know it shouldn't
be that way. But it is. I am not denying
my own needs and Iongings. I just see
that they lead nowhere. “Getting liber:
ated“ is_r_1't, going to do anything about
that, now Eit?

I suppose by now you have made the
observation that I seem to be as hung up
on youth as the ‘gay’ culture I was
talking about earlier. I suppose you're
right. I certainly have noticed it myself:
advancing years bringing on, character-
ie_ti_cally, an increasing idealizatiou of
youth. The patterns are certainly there,
from Zeus and Ganymede to Batman and
Robin. Isn't it curious how that kind of
relationship is idealized in literature, folk-
lore, and even institutions on almost all
levels of our society; but yet is absolutely
taboo on a personal! and private level. It
is probably representative of one of our
cultures most unspoken, deeply underly-
ing strictures: the denial of childhood
and adolescent sexuality. Try unearthing
that! Now there is a cause for you!

Well, my friend, what started out as a
simple refusal to join your organization
has ended up in a rambling and personal
diatribe. I want to tell you one more
story before finishing this letter.

When I was thirty-six, not so very long
ago, I was in love with a sturdy and
stoic youth who lived on a farm. He had
a father who was as stern as iron, and
two wild-brothers. When I first met

him he was just turning thirteen. I knew
him for three years. On a rapturous day
one May we made love in the woods. It
was spring and his body was damp from
having been swimming. He threw his arms
around my neck and clung to me. He was
fifteen then, but our love on that day was
ageless. That was truly beautiful and per-
haps, after all, worth all the rest of it.

After that day he wouldn't speak to me
for a long time; he acted as if he didn't
know me. You see, he had let him-
self g0—-into that forbidden area. Then
one day we finally talked. I asked him
what was wrong, what he was trying to
avoid. "l can't face it," he said, “I just
can't face it.” That was it, there was noth-
ing more to be said. Society would sup-
port him in his struggle to deny what he
felt; but if I continued to try to express
the love I needed to give him—weIl, you
know as well as I do what would have

happened. And‘! don't know what you
can do to change that, or his pain, or
mine. And that's why I don't feel like
“getting involved" in your organization.

So those are some of my stories and
some of my reasons for not wanting to be
part of “gay liberation.” I want to wish
you all success and satisfaction in what
you are doing. I know how committed
you are. I just want now to concentrate
my energies on accepting myself as I am,
and on aging with dignity and grace.

-."

—Tom Durrie

The preceding letter is fictional but re-
flects my own experience and feeling. I
hope it expresses some of the real feel-
ings of many middle-aged men and wo-
men. I also hope it will point out one or
two fundamental problems relevant to
sexual liberation generally.

.
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"I got a medal for killing two men and a
dishonorable discharge for lo iring one. ”

-—a Vietnam Vet '

The very thought of fags in the uniform
of the U.S. Armed Forces makes Uncle
Sam quiver and shake with indigna-
tion and uprighteous rage. Fags, after all,
are spineless, unreliable, untrustworthy,
immoral, unstable, sick, perverted, child-
molesters Arid as such they are a dis “ls lug 15 III‘ is rgggrdgd 15 flick; , it. -  _ pl

d't t th ' t ‘t , h - . . . . .  'cre i o e in egri y onor and se have Its hscmatmnll when It ls hated u
curity of the Services and of the Country.

The process of rejection and discrimi- it Ii" 00380 t0 b0 llfllllllif
nation against homosexuals in the mili-
tary begins with the Selective Service
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System and continues throughout the = . . . - "h b -tour of duty. Draft boards are required fags and s‘SS'es'.aggre5sWe be awor e
comes equated with nianliness and a goodto give deferments to identifiable homo- . .. . ' t lk aboutsexuals; the services are required to dis- 5o‘d‘e" one former manna’ at mg
Navy corpsmen observed that.charge them, Sometimes the policies, “Al fth renke rigs _| mean

despite the motivation, can be blessings ot o em we p y
looked on the faggoty-type side. Youin disguise for the person involved but' - s s en. But lof course not everyone agrees. t Comd .te" they were ctirp m

The vast majority of gay people do not
check the “homosexual tendencies” box
prior to induction into the services. At
that stage of their lives most of them are
still confused about their sexual identity
and therefore unwilling to share their
doubts with others, least of all an agency
of government. Once inducted, it is ex-
tremely difficult for a person predisposed
toward homosexuality to develop a posi-
tive gay identity. This occurs because the
military specifically prohibits homosex-
uals in its midst, thus precluding the
possibility of forming gay affinity groups
(a right which other minority groups do
have). The U.S. is the onlyflcountry in
the world which as a matter of policy ex-
cludes homosexuals from its armed for
ces.

Close to 3000 homosexuals are dis-
charged each year under less-than-honor-
able conditions. This figure does not in-
clude the relatively few gays who stand
up for their rights and are discharged
under .honorable conditions, nor doesit
include the literally thousands of gays
who serve their time undetected.

This statistic does not begin to detail
the oppression gay people must endure
in the service to avoid harrassment or
imprisonment: the endless "faggot" and
“dyke" jokes, the pressure and pain of
having to “straight-front” anti gay re-
marks (that is, to pretend to be hetero-
sexual) to avoid the treatment gay people
can expect to receive.

Continually hanging over the head of
every gay person in the service is the
knowledge that even admitting to be
homosexual is a crime punishable under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Some homosexual activities even result

4.

in severe courts martial. Nevertheless,
somewhere between 10 and 20 percent
of the people in the military harbor
homosexual feelings andthoughts. Some
are actually able to defy the military and
enjoy their right to loving relationships
with members of their own sex. But
countless others sublimate their feelings
and urges and do their time unhappy and
unfulfilled. All of them, regardless of
their behavior, live in constant fear of
being discovered or reported and having
to suffer the harrassment, persecution
and humiliating punishment for which
the military is notorious.

.._
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From the moment recruits enter boot
camp the military begins its program of
breaking down and destroying individual
identity and self-expression with the pur-
pose of creating a uniform mass of un-
thinking servants ready to jump at every
command. Every enlisted man must con-
sciously strive to preserve his own chosen
life-style and code of values. For homo-
sexuals this is especially true, since most
of them are uncertain about their
sexuality and receive no reinforcement
for their feelings from any other source.

A pecking order emerges which serves
to polarizeand divide the recruits: in-
structors, officers, and lifers dump on en-

‘ .

listed men. Enlisted men, in turn, for |acl<
of anyone else, dump on each other:
white on black, straight on hip, men on
women, everyone on "queers."

The hostility toward queers is pro-
moted and exploited by the military to
its own advantage: unaggressive appear-
ance or behavior becomes euated with

mean if that guy was in marine boot
camp he'd of got bounced out. Or he'd
have so many problems within the sys-
tem that he fucking wouldn't be able to
hack it. He'd go out of his mind. He'd'be
called a ‘faggot'."

To protect themselves from being sim-
ilarly accused, most servicemen also feel
obliged to exhibit hostility toward fag-
gots. Thus,“fag-baiting" (deriding and
abusingsqueers) becomes common prac-
tice. This helps to divide the recruits
from their real feelings and insures they
will cooperate in being remade.

Large numbers of gay people become
the unfortunate victims of this anti-gay
campaign.‘ Known or suspected gays are
frequently heated, raped or otherwise
abused. In at least one case not too long
ago (Ft. Lewis, Washington) a recruit was
hanged" for the heinous crime of faggotry.
Who knows how many other untold atro-
cities against gay people are committed.
Military authorities are fearful of ‘scan-
dals’ which might discredit the services,
and therefore they trytheir best to keep
the lid on such crimes. L

The less visible gay people—closet cases-
also suffer in the military environment-
in this case from the psychological pain
igflicted by cruel and sometimes ill-
considered and thoughtless invective a-
gainst queers and faggots which comes
not only from the lifers but also from
their friends and peers. In an atmosphere
of intolerance like that, few young ser-
vicemen are able to cast off that oppres-
sive mantle and come out. lnstead,they
must seek that opportunity after they are
discharged, if ever.

. Moving beyond th_e ugly reality of the
socio-political situation, it is well to
analyze just why that situation exists in
the first place, why the military is partic-
ularly uptight about homosexuality.

Typically, the services identify {homo-
sexuals as ’liabilities who cannot be tole-
rated in a military organization,’ that
they are ‘security risks who discredit
themselves and the...service by their...
conduct.’

Aside from the outrageous ‘moral’ pro-
nouncements which any homosexual with
a gay consciousness could easily refute,
the statement also belies the fact that
thousands of gay servicemen and women
serve their time honorably with no threat
to the ‘security’ of the service. Conse-
quently, the statement is neither fair nor
correct. _

Military homophobia stems not from
reasons of security but from (a) the anti-
homosexual prejudice pervading the cul-
ture, (b) the inherent threat to the
American male.-‘s machismo, and (c) the
fear of erosion of military authority and
control. The first reason should be fairly
evident to anyone gay or straight who
has been acculturated in our society. The
second and third reasons are closely inter-
related and will be lumped together for
convenience.
0 Young men are urged to join up, learn
to be a man (‘the marines ‘need a few
good men’), to fight and kill (or to sup-
port somebody who does). Since gayness
does not conform to the John Wayne syn-
drome of manliness, it is seen as threat-
ening to military discipline. If you're not
a man, if you're not into power relation-
ShlpS, then how can you be expected to

ill always
as vulgar,
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fight, to subdue and kill others? The
military seizes upon this sexist philosophy
(queer fear) and racism as the major
psychological tools to persuade ordinarily
decent people to go out and fight and
massacre in the name of “liberty and
freedom.“ The logic seems to be that if
you don't have the balls to fight, then
you're not a man—and besides it doesn't
make any difference since they're all
gooks and commies anyhow.

Not long ago, Vince Muscari, a gay
Vietnam veteran, was interviewed by his
college newspaper. He demanded empha-
tically: “Who is it who tells you being
gay is sick and disgusting? The same
people who tell you war is cool, the same
ones who keep the minority races down,
bust kids for smoking dope or demean
women."

Vince, who is a member of VVAW, has
seen first hand what perversions our
straight, male-dominated, sexist society
can perpetrate. When he was in-service,
he didn’t feel he could take a stand
against war- and fighting for fear_ of being
abused and treated like afaggot. And the
pain of conforming to the military ethic
is not confined to just gay men, Vince
maintained. "l've spoken to many" hetero-
sexual brothers who have committed
actual acts of atrocity over there to prove
their manhood."

In a very revealing article that appeared
in Transaction under the title “ARVN as
Faggots," the author argues that most
U.S. Marines considered the South Viet-
namese soldiers as homosexuals, a cul-
tural orientation to the contrary notwith-
standing. The Marines needed some way
to relate the affectionate behavior among
Vietnamese men to their own culture.
This was possible by defining it as homo-
sexuality, since that was a familiar cate-
gory inveighed against during training. By
categorizing the ARVN in that manner
his behavior ceased to be strange. Equally
important, the Marines understood what

-Oscar

their own behavior ought to be in res-
ponse:

“I had been in the country a year by
this time. We were going back to regi-
ment in Danang. We pulled the truck over
and the ARVN engineer stopped us at a
roadblock. And they bore you to death.
They make you sick. They‘re trying to be
military. So they‘ve got this roadblock up
And they stopped the truck. And the
driver is saying, ‘Get out of the way, you
little slopes.’ And they come out and
they said, ‘We have a wounded veteran.’
We said, ‘So what?’ They said, ‘He
doesn’t have one leg. Could you give him
a ride up to the hospital?‘ So everybody’s
saying, ‘Let him hop.’ I was in charge of
the detail, so I said, ‘Let him on.’ I was
in the back of the truck. It was a PC
three-quarter. So he comes over on his
crutches. I said, ‘Throw your crutches
up.’ So he passed up the crutches. And I
grabbed him under the arms and I pick
him up and I set him on the seat. The
little slope grabbed me by the leg. And I
had been in the country long enough to
know that most of them are queer. They
hold hands and stuff. And this sorts of
irks most marines and soldiers. And we’re
told it‘s a Vietnamese custom. When
you‘re really friendly you should hold
hands. So they try to hold a lot of guys’
hands. So they end up getting beat
bloody. The guy grabbed my leg. So I got
mad. I wasn‘t in a good mood that morn-
ning and I wacked him. And my buddiess
grabbed his crutches. And I said ‘Go!’ So
we took off. We threw his crutches in the
the paddy one at a time and went about
another 150 yards and threw the other
crutch and than out he went. He was
screaming and crying and begging us.
“Out you go." We all had a good laugh
about that." _ I
[Charles J. Levy, “ARVN as Faggots:
Inverted Warfare in Vietnam," Trans-
action, October, 1971]

The brutality of that statement requires
little comment. ‘It is a clear manifestation
of how the rigid, false concepts of mascu-
linity and femininity prevalent in our cul-
ture become. distorted beyond belief.
And the military has done a masterful job
of developing and extending those sex-
exploitive, sex-manipulative and sex-role
themes to its own advantage. lt has cre-
ated monsters.

Gay people arid women pose the most
immediate threat to this kind of men-
tality, although others certainly balk too.
The services feel vulnerable when men
and women, gay or straight, refuse to con-
form to roles defined for them by ex
ternal forces. The military response is to
prevent and suppress such activity, for it
challenges military authority. But gays
and other men and women must be en-
couraged and supported to pay less atten-
tion to competitiveness and hostility and
more attention to gentle, caring, equal re-
lationships in order to undermine mili-
tary discipline and control as it is now
appfied.

Men and women should be alive and
loving, including loving their own sex
if they -want. When welook at our op-
pression as servicemen, at our oppres-
sion as gays, at the oppression of blacks,
of women, of working people, of freaks,
we see that we do need an army-—an army
of lovers, of people willing to work to
put things back together in a new and
different light. Let's do it! -

_ —Ce|t Cowdrey Grant
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[See Editorial 81 List on page 2
for more details]

If you are gay you have something beau-
tiful to say. Submit an article, a poem, a
letter, a drawing, a photograph. Add your
energy to the community by lettingthe
community in on your creativity. Dead-
line for the next issue (no. 17) is March
1st. Address all mail to GAY-SUNSHINE,
P. O. Box 40397, San Francisco, Ca. 94140
Please double space all MSS. We need
creative gays to work with us on the
paper. Call 824-3184.



SPRING SONG ON THE ATLANTIC

Doubtless with the Boer War in mind
The Semeducated 5P1'i"8 asscmblyman neuberg ooh you make me feel like a woman in the soft evening
C°"fT°"t$ the °°IY1i113 ¢¢I1i11IY- your big swarthy arms encircling me each time i sec you she whips me with her hair

remember the time we masturbated together in your office  little shivers run over my back
It ma)’ be f°118ht= S while discussing radio tapes how you felt they needed
Cut 511°" by an outbreak sprucing up and you had so much trouble articulating Waiting f0I1<lW@
Of the first all-concrete trees your ideas begaugg of your pwimfled climax I tremble with delight

_ . _ remember? an open window t
Whose fortunes derived from i admits sharp night an
P3.iI1’£iI1gS Of 3 Munich matron. -John Watson

And now that head is gone,
The images where the mouth had been
May yet conceal her pregnancy.

-I

‘ -David Hirsh
ll

-ii.

EXORCISM OF THE STRAIGHT/MAN/DEMON

You are ust the kind of man
who has always sucked mc

into loving him. The kid kind If
unable
to feed me love back.

To

You stuff me with your need
and say it is my need. You slick .

yourhardness in my face
and say it is my softness. g

It IS my softness; Go away.
I have no more openings
or hardness.  

Straight man in me who I never wanted.
Power spoon-fed me that I despise.

to lord over
to 'ud e and not listenl I 5

to thrust, not pull
to be hard and never yield.

Look out! I expel you.

And warn you not to t shove yourself
into the hands of my mouth
See how hard your cock is?
That's how strong my jaw is.

That’s how fierce my heart and my love

I do not hate you
in a ry love, ut in anger.  
Notnfor who you are but how you treat me.
Filling my rieed to be loved  (TX

with your own need to conquerlove
Man Man I call your name
in throwing you out.

And reclaim my formleassriess N
And re-interpret my desires.
And receive the World as made for me, as Gay.

Spiritl I bend to you.
I cross/I bow _

I deny thedemon g and cry for his expulsion.’ $7,

Oboab Abniob Baiax Ousiri

this casting away. j

I am living.

—- Aaron Shurin

telegram

tell children
father There were no candles.
has one ong .
to hotter things He would not settle for a fantasy of love. I screwed him only once.
please forward
my tether hall When he reads this, I shall watch his eyes. He will laugh
to above address is At least a moment before the midnight sky begins to flutter down
love & kisses Unhinged from its deep moorings to blanket us forever I
georgc Quite apart. t

-John Watson I i -John Watson

‘\

Spirit
who is alive in me witness  

the old threats are leaving me.

To Kelly in Winters ' g

I screwed him! I screwed him! I screwed him! I screwed him! -
have found I screwed him! I screwed him! I screwed him! I screwed him!
shangri la I took his gentle asshole and found it loving to my touch.
finally growing I caressed it with sweet vaseline and entered.
to know myself There was no pain. He wanted more. I stayed inside. I savoured him ,
please be Knowing all too well it would not last this way. i
at poaoo I would have done it for days and days and days and days, '
do not bother No food, no bathroom, no showers. I would have screwed
to notify And screwed and screwed and screwed and screwed and screwed.
offif-;o I would have found his every inch of skin with my hungry tongue.
that I will not I would have ordered time to end to let us grant each other love
return Deep into everlasting night. it t

pornucopia PRELUDE

-Jane Kogan

/7

TOTAL ASSAULT

for Jim Fouratt a lover and true brother

Between these hips of smoke
this bottle of belly, lost
between the waves of milk
in flesh against my ears my
mouth my, smile- I love
where your arm meets your
body I find my nose & chin
and I begin to lose myself
the bamboo knees the tatood
breeze between your palms
when you press them to your
cheeks and almost fall down
over me I have my‘ own bamboo
tree it is growing, replacing
the glass of my ankles, the"
curling smoke of my nervous
insides, it is growing straight
into the places where you eat
between our outstretched legs
the glass blowers, the smokey
ring throwers, the’ bamboo
tow-ers, dont anybody move

-Michael Lally
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John Wieners, Selected Poems. New gzould it were
York. Grossman, 1972. $3.95 paper
back. -

Reviewed by Charles Shively;

A butterfly inside you died
in my dream. I t had orange wings.

John Wieners gets down part of the
magical quality of his poetry—a quality
which has made him virtually the poet
laureate of gay liberation, explorer and
navigator through the country where we
as faggots and cocksuckers have long
lived. To us he has been a continuing
inspiration since publication of The
Hotel Wentley Poems in 1958. To the
public his Selected Poems should come
like a discovery, a first book.

John Wieners’ work does not repud-
iate the long heritage of gay ghetto
life (as some would-insisting to the
man that, we're just like him: clean,
happy, respectable--unadornedl. His
work works right out of the barlparkl
frustration/life of our/his past/present
and through it all; he celebrates and
points the way out, through the door of
love, gay love, human love. As we see in
the celebrated “A Poem for Cocksuck-
ers"(when first published in 1958 the
printers straightened the title to read
“A Poem for Suckers.”):

Well we can go
in the queer bars wl
our long hair reaching
down to the ground and

of love l|ke the black mama

To snuff out my life."

Besides despair, John Wieners also
perfects that other typically gay vein-
camp 8: ornament—in both his word
work and content. Perfume (“can be
bought at Patoul for 12.50 1/8 of an
ounce.” p.87), “the furs and homburgs,”
“diamonds,” "gowns," and all manner
of glamorous accoutrement runs through
the poems. And sometimes the poem it-
self becomes personified camp (“Accep-
tance“):

Should I wear a shadowed eye,
grown moustaches
delineate my chin

accept spit as offering
S attach a silver earring

grease my hair

give orders to legions
of lovers to maintain manhood
scimitars away as souvenirs?

Sooush, beloved! here is my tongue

Beyond despair and ornament there is
always love where the poet/soul/self re-
laxes entirely offering him/her-self onto
the floating flux of life and the uni-
verse. “ln love,"

A simple song
to long for home and him

' we may Fmg our songs lounginglthere under the moon.
What is he? Who is my heart

on the iuke box’ after an he should mean this much to me?
what have we got left. P

on our fight the fames ls rt sex, or grass S1iflll'lS on my shnrt
giggle in their lacquered
voices & blow
smoke in your eyes let them
it's a nigger's world.
The gifts do not desert us, 5
fountains do not dry
up there are rivers running,
mountains S
swelling for spring to cascade.

It is all here between
powdered legs &

painted eyes of the fairy
friends who do not fail us

in our hour of
despair. Take not

away from me the small fires
I burn in memory of love.

6.20.58

The vein of despair and desperation
runs deep through this poetry. “l speak
of suicide," the poet sings, “men drop-
ped to tide/sleeping pills that still our
aching mind/ lovers murdered because
theyare too kind.” (p. 102) And he can
capture the chill stillness of a particular
moment at "153 Avenue C":

lcolay

I-

night, or sight of flash
lying on its side in the Pine Grove?

(p.43) _
Or the ooem "Act 2": “I took love

home with me-,' we fixed in the night
'tO/ sink into a stinging flash./....l
blew him like a symph-on-y," This is not
the -love of Love Story or of sweet-
hea"ts at the prom—-those fake iacades
of orange juice and licorice deodorants
we are told to exist; these are the actual
lives of us. We can recognize ourselves,
our loves and lovers. Long denied,
hidden, disguised, despised, hated and

All the butch men mired in their egos
and selves, searching for women or lov
erg 19 build up their egos, support them,
wash their dishes, pick up their dirty
underwear, cook their eggs, and darn
their socks. These men think all the
time. Cogitate, direct great enterprises,
command, will. They are psychiatrists,
generals, priests, doctors, deans, teach-
ers, admirals, daddies, and other imper-
ialists. Theirs is the antithesis of true
lI>0@IW-

Out of such sluff poems will never
come, only pretensions; poems can come

fled-—-our love has at last found a wor- onlY from the bottomless sea of human
thy champion, spoke, voice, poet and
celebrant. H

But John Wieners is more than a
ghetto poet; in concentrating so in-
tensely on our ghetto life and love
he has created an enduring perma-
nence—a poetry which (like our sex-
uality) threatens the shallow grave lives
of straight neighbors, those on the other
side of the fence. We have in John Wie-
ners' poetry revealed magic, deep truths
beyond their surface (but found through
that surface); they are more than the
sperm, jewel boxes, perfume, despair
and gay love; they are the lanterns and
magic of poetry itself. Lighting paths
through and beyond the straight life.

“There is no message more shapely
than this/ Who am I but a mouthpiece."
The mouth, orifice, sexual organ be-
come oracle. Out of this, “The mind,
entirely composed of images, creates! a
poem.” These come out of the mouth,
where the love juices of lovers’ mouths,
vaginas, penises enter; out of these
mouths come “associations, mental ima-
ges, that do not ever exist. The mind
composes itself entirely of images, that
completely study the mind's way, even
tho words written out picture only the
mind's flashes." i

“lt‘s best not to think too much."
“Best to get away from one's self."

|-I'll‘
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The night cold
I lieabed,
drugged

e.-tr
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juige that most men keep trying to
scrub away and deny. While we're all in
there slurping it up-not to be manipula
ted, used, exploited, but just to talk out
of the joy/pain, loving that is us. It's
not easy or trite or simple or painless or
harmless. Nor is it inevitable. As John
writes sometimes

I despair of love
ever throwing up

on these shores

enough of a raft for me
to ride upon

out to sea.
But whether achieved or not, our

poetryl our lives! our existence will not
be created, structured, imposed by
straightness. "The mind entirely com-
posed of images creates a form, to be
flowed through by many particles. en
tlrely composed and transmitted ‘this
by many ways.'to their life." (“The
Magic of This Summer June 23, 1963,”
70-75.)

So forget all you've ever known about
poetry and go; swimming with John
Wieners in the brothlbrew of images ar-
ticulated in new forms. You may not
“make tit," as they say, but for sure,
you won't ever A return straight.

[Ed. Note: This book will be available
shortly through the Gay Liberation
Book .S‘erw'ce.]

THE FLAME
r

Oh, fathers we are
in one another
of self love and procreatron
despising the fraternal and mock-
1ng the fihal, carlng of sounds,

I"

one ITILISIC m the mght s fire
eng1nes, gomg off system
atically each day.

How can I br1ng you near me?
;1{}* Through poetry, paternity or the eternal.

: it havetried all three things S
Still you stay away.

It may be in despair I shall win
your hands, of all others. So try coc-
aine, come down in the rain, it’s all
like one song, Luman you hear at the begu-
mng, knowmg 1t shall wmd
within itself at the end.

So I try, fr1end, those ‘various roses, is
i;fjfj ---- p invoke the muses, to land your sleeping
tttttttttt  frame next to mine in bed.

|

-1the gas heater on. I John Wieners (1970).- . ....... ., Epreviously hnpublished] John wleners

|
_d- .

|an Young, Daub/E Exposm-e_ New/ reports Of encounters with beautiful In bed
books R_D_ 3' Trumansburgl N'Y. mall-25. “Th8 Skull," my fI'lBl"IC|'S bl'01Il'|el',

overtones of‘ death and its cryptic, hum- a boyof sixteen:
Reviewed Peters OFOUS Ending, l5 l‘B|IJl'8S8I'l1I3'lZlV9I H p9I'llS

lan Young's poems are sensitive, dir-
ect celebrations of male love. The title
poem is representative; here is the
second stanza, direct, lean, straightfor-
ward. The occasion is a university party:

I-r

I was watching Jimmy-
his hands
holding a towel
and a book of Prevert—
his bare legs
and the curve of his prick
under the cut-down jeans.
The people all looked at us
their mouths open,‘
and began to fade away
just as our bed drifted out the window..

- Young has a marvellous way of sud-
denly turning his poems inward; that is,
they are always more than simple verse

|-|
- I‘ - . '.-.|'_ ._ I .-_ L . - 1-
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When the boy undressed,
I saw on his left shoulder
a blue tattoo-
two daggers, crossed
unde' a skull.

swelled
so big and thick
l thought it-would

split
like a ripe pod,
orthose glazed‘That's pretty phony,’ _

he said, and laughed,
uncertain.
Later I half expected it

and gaudy candy birds
from Mexico-

break

to peel off S suddeiiiy open’ '
in my mouth.

One final example, a Sugar-Candy
Bird," handles its central image well.
As in most of the poems in the book
pain in the love relationship is minimal.
There are moments of threat and dis-
junction, but primarily these are poems
of celebration and quiet fulfillment. “A
Sugar-Candy Bird“ is one of the more
starkly physical poems:

and Spill
white sugar dust
over us both.

The Lemon by Mohammad Mrabet
(translated from the Moghrebi and ed-
ited by Paul Bowles). McGraw Hill, N.Y.
1972. $5.95 -

At the age of 12, Abdeslarn, a bright
Moroccan boy, runs away from home
in the Flif Mountains todiscover the

_ —-

-I"

marvels of that corrupt and enticing in-
ternational seaport, Tangier. He earns
his nickname, The Lemon, by defending
himself against an older man's advances
with a lemon into which he has em-
bedded two razor blades.

Abdeslam's efforts to support him-
himself honestly, amid threats and temp-
tations, are rendered with stark realism.
The boy takes up with a longshoreman
and becomes involved with his friends,
mostly prostitutes.

The book's ambiguous theme is the
necessity, in a certain world, to protect
one's pride. It is powerfully developed,
in a harmonious language enriched by
humor and poetry. ,

An earlier collaboration between Tam-
samani tribesman Mrabet and Bowles,
Love With a Few Hairs, met with con-
siderable critical acclaim. Bowles is the
author of four novels and various other
works,- including three other transla-
tions from the Moghrebi. He lives in Mo-
rocco. P



HISTORY OF THEWORD "GAY"  
-The use of the word “gay” has not

been limited to its primary meanings of
"happy" and "bright" for several hun-
dred years. The Oxford English Diction-
ary traces back to the sixteenth cen-
tury, an association with “social plea-
sures and dissipa_tions...loose or immo-
ral life." By the nineteenth century in
England, while itretained this general
association with dissoluteness, “gay“had
acquired a specific slang usage for “liv-
ing by prostitution.” As there emerged
from this “gay world," in the late nine-
teenth century, a, specifically homosex-
ual subculture (or, more accurately
then as now; the visible commercial
appurtenances of one), the euphemistic
"gay" seems tb have shifted where it
was most needed. ln any case, Ameri-
cans have been going to “gay bars,”
and, by inference or back-formation, de-
ciding they were themselves “gay," for
several generations now.

By the fifties the usage was well es-
tablished, and had, in fact, a certain
appropriateness, because the irony im-
plicit in such a glaring euphemism
seemed to fit the laughing-to-keep-from-
crying lifestyle that too many homo-
sexual people were forced to adopt in a
hostile society. Mostly for this reason
the early homosexual liberation organi-
zations wanted no part of "gay," and
instead found new euphemisms or coin-
ed words like “homophile."

Then, in the late sixties, there was ad-
vanced the radical concept that being
gay can be a positive thing-—an alterna-
tive form of love-in a world that knows
too little love. Gay people who rejected
both the myths and the stereotyped be-
havior patterns of the past, and the
notion) that they should feel guilt or

ism, for “homosexual“). Gays with a
positive sense of identity had no more
need for euphemisms than women or
blacks have felt for such inoffensive
(and therefore demeaning) substitute
words as "ladies" and ”F1B9l'0B5-" As for
"homosexual," many gays who contin-
ued using the adjective rejected the
noun usage, since to call a person “a
homosexual“ is to define him merely in
terms of one characteristic, his sex-
uality—which makes about as much
sense as calling him “a left-handed” or
“a near sighted.”

The story isn't finished. Today, in-
creasingly, the word "gay" implies a
consciousness-of our own wholeness
and worth as human beings, and our res-
ponsibility to educate people and con-
front prejudice wherever it exists, either
in institutions or individuals. Conscious-
ness is inimical to ignorance, prejudice,
and hypocrisy——and to the extent that
gay consciousness is shared and is_
spreading, the notion of a revolutionary
conspiracy is not entirely without sub-
stance. J

But it is this consciousness that is
spreading today, among gay people, and
not homosexuality itself. The recruits
we seek are those gays who still feel
they must ._lead lives of deception, pre-
tending always to be something they
are not, denying their sexuality to the
world,-perhaps even to themselves. No
one should have to live like that. And»-
since neither our activities, nor any
amount of press coverage they may
receive, can possibly have a determin-
ing influence on anyone's sexual orien-
tation--it just doesn't work that way—-
there is no reason the press should not
report accurately what is happening.

O —Jim Hood

[Ed. Note: The word "faggot" has re-
placed “gay” in certain radical circles.

shame simply for being different, de- It is used by the Boston newspaper,
fiantly reclaimed "gay" (by then a
flagrant synonym, rather than euphem-

pi‘
GAYS AND SOCIALISM

Dear Gay Sunshine: c P
I too find myself in agreement with

Allen Young's article, “G-tuba Si?“ (Gay
Sunshine No. 13) and parts of his letter
(in No. 75l.l regret that many of Allen
Young's arguments were basically hu-
manitarian. However, I disagree that
what is needed is a political analysis
of the Cuban regime's failure to insti-
tute a thorough going sexual revolu-
tion.” The problem (of which the situa-
tion in Cuba is a symptom) is much
more basic and such a “political analy-
sis“ would be just a white wash of the
problem. A
The treatment of gay men and wo-

men in socialist countries such as Cuba
and the Soviet Union makes one heart-
sick. l believe the factthat this type of
anti gay repression and sexual oppres-
sion continually persists in socialist
countries can probably be traced to the
fact that Marxist economic theory does
not sufficiently consider the role of the
socio-economic oppression of women
in response to earlier feminist move-
ments. But this analysis was only a res-
ponse and certainly does not do justice
to feminist and gay liberation ideology
Nor did it indicate possible socialist so-
lutions to satisfying the basic needs of
the people involved within and defined
by both these movements. A well docu-
mented theoretical analysis ‘of sexism
from a Marxist point at view is re-
quired. An analysis which lends itself to
practical application and which includes
constructive criticism of the treatment
of gay minorities by current socialist
societies his needed. In other words,

Fag Rag, and by effeminists in New
York and elsewhere.] s

Marxist analysis needsto be extended
to include an analysissi-i'of the concepts
of feminism and gay liberation. "The
Gay Soul of Socialism" and “Gay L__ib-
eration Perspectives" (Gay Sunshine N0-
75) are certainly steps in that direction.

l feel that Craig Hanson is right in
stating, “Should we ask: ls there some-
thing inherently anti gay in_Marxism?"
(Gay Sunshine No. 13). From the treat-
ment gay people in socialist countries
receive, one begins to wonder why so-
cialist theory when put into practice
continually and consistently fails to deal
with sexism. if '

A partial answer is perhaps due to dis-
torted interpretations of Marxist theory
in particular stalinism. But the lack of
a valid Marxist analysis of sexism ac-
counts for the constant appearance of
anti gay trends in country after country
within the socialist block of nations.

  ay Ll b Book servlcém
Box 40397, Son Francisco, Col. 94140

GAY LIBERATION BOOKS
Homosexual Oppression and Liberation
by Dennis Altman. $6.95 Best book to
date on the crystallization of conscious-
ness which is gay liberation.

The Gay Liberation Movement by Jack
Onge. $1.95 paper. A history of gay lib in
NlY., Chicago, S.F., L.A.

Lesbian/Woman by Del Martin & Phyllis
Lyon. $7.95 Personal account by two
founders of gay women’s movement.

Dancing the Gay Lib Blues by Arthur Bell
$5.95 Personal account of author’s in-
volvement in New York’s Gay Activists
Alliance

Homosexual Liberation. A Personal View
5

POETRY '

Manroot No. 6-7 (Special double issu _
$2.75 paper. S..F. poetry mag. Spicer,
Eluard, Codrescu etc.

Sebastian Quill No. 3 paper $2 1~TS.F.,
poetry mag with much gay work. Highly
recommended. -

Letters to Women by Alta $1 paper.
Poems to women with drawings.

Looking at Women Poems by Fran Winant.
60c.

Personae Non Gratae by Paul Mariah. $1
Prison poems.

Love Poems to an Army Deserter in Jail
(Broadside) by Paul Marlah 40¢.

J h M h . 5.9 ' l
by 0 n urp Y $ Sappho ’71 by Harriette Frances. $2.50
Matisse Picasso & Gertrude Stein (GMP)
by Gertrude Stein-. Includes her “A Long ,
Gay Book.” Stein on homosexuality in
her cubisl: style. Paper $3.45 (Isl; U.S. ed)

GAY LIBERATION PACKETS

Gay Lib Packet ‘No. 1. Collection of in-
dividual articles, papers. $1.50

Gay'Sunshine Packet. Ten back issues of
the gay lib paper of the same name. $5
Also available separately: Issues 6-15, 50c
each. Issues No. 2-5, $1 each‘.

GAY LIBERATION POSTER $2

SUBSCRIPTION S

Subscription to Gay’ Sunshine, gay lib
paper with national circulatlon. $5/12
issues (or ($9/24 issues). $7 overseas.
Sample copy 50c. Supporting sub.: $10

dious years of clerical training.
Effeminacy has been tabooed prima-

rily as a fall-out, of this more explo-
sive concern—how to "refine" boys edu-
cationally without "castrating“ them-
cutting off their spontaneity and aggres-
sion. The pseudo-Christian war machine. #-
we live in is a fertility cult with taboos
against men loving their fellow men.
Consequently, it has automatically re-
jected paiderasty as a solution to this
educational dilemma-developing liter-
ate boys who become aggressive men.

Paiderasty is, of course, the Greek
solution to this educational problem.
Through paiderastic institutions such as
the gymnasium (naked exercise) and
philosophers (wisdom lovers), it subor-
dinated boys to men sexually and so-
cially, thus training the boy as a “girl-
who-will-grow-out-of-it" whose pleasant
duty it would be, later, to love a boy of
his own.

The cornerstone of gay persecution in
our culture is the anti paiderastic fear
that a man making love to teenage
boys will make the boys "effeminate._'Ii

paper. A selection of gay poems and
drawings.

Remem ber our Fire Magazine of women’s
consciousness poetry.) $1 paper.

Child of Myself. Poems by Pat Parker $1
paper.

Playboy by John Wieners (long poem of
a journey to Miami to demonstrate at the
Democratic Convention, July, 197 2). $1
paper. s
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Cash with order please. Califomia re-
r

sidents -add 5% sales tax. Postage‘ in:-g
eluded. Allow 2-3 weeks; Make check
or money order payable to Gay Sun-
shine. —
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Hanson is apparently not a sado-maso-
chist. With either resource-abundant read-
ing or personal experience--one might
justify writing such an article. Neither
here. - S

The problem is reminiscent of how gays
get fucked over (again and again until
only -very recently; others were writing
about us, not we ourselves. The corollary
the commentary was from the outside of
the experience, not from within.

Only a few years ago the public looked
upon gayness as a warped heterosexuality
Even today only a few see homosexuality
-as, an alternative as opposed to an inferior
and failed expression of some ideal (het-
ero-) sexual response. Ofteneven homo-
sexuals adopt apologetic line. In his_.l-.r

conclusion Hanson is playing that same
game, hoping fervently and almost “tol-

\erantly" that sexual liberation will free
these victims of their sexual hangup.

Another "point reminding us of the old-
time het line about gays is that Hanson
confuses two very different things: a be-
havior" .(whichl is undesirable because of
its compulsive nature and a behavior
which is undesirable because of its ele-

I agree that we should "listen to
women" with regards to this matter.
In terms of the struggle against sexist
ideology, women are in the vanguard.
If one listens, one usually hears our
sisters saying that sexismpredated capi-
talism and that sexism postdates capita-
lism. They say that socialist analysis, as
it now exists, and its subsequent appli-
cation does not guarantee an end to ta
sexist society. One might even argue
that socialism doesn't even create the in-
stitutions which are needed to combat
sexist ideology. If we listen to women,
l believe we continually come across
the statement that Marxian analysis is
not a feminist analysis, and therefore
needs to be feminized and also needs
to be extended to include the concepts
of feminism and gay liberation.

-Joel Starkey
Delray Beach, Florida.

PAIDERASTY
Dear Gay Sunshine:

S Some gays believe paii:lerasty—the love
of teenage boys by mature men—is of
no important concern togay libera-
tion. How wrong they are! The major
concern in our culture since the Renais-
sance has been the "making of men"—- research (clearly a conscientious writer),
they “remasculinization“ of teenaged one signal was clearly dangerous: there is

little written to research. The fatal signal:boys who have been subjected to te-

That the testimony of ancient history
and modern science contradicts this
makes no impact on those conditioned
by the prevalent fertility cult. -

The age of sexual consent must be
abolished.

Until paiderasty becomes a wide
spread institution in our society,the
fear of it will continue to be the
cornerstone of the prison which im-
prisons every gay in this culture—-what-
ever “civil rights" adult homosexuals
are lent by the basically hostile, fer-
tility worshipping, war making hetero-
sexist majority. ’

—Jim Eggeling
San Antonio, Texas.

S S & M s
Dear Gay Sunshine:

The unusually challenging tenor of Gay
Sunshine hit bottom in Issue No. 14's
article on S & M. l was eager to read
about the topic but l feel Craig Hanson
was particularly oppressive in the con-
clusion of his article. .

ln the first place, an author has a
responsibility to write about topics on
which he/she is well informed. While l
found much information and see his

mental nature. This blur has flawed many
heterosexual analyses of homosexuality.
Again I do not see what is wrong with
sado-masochism except in its compul-
sively executed (rare?) instances.

My last point of distaste came from
Hanson's apparent “My S & M is okay
because we all have a tiny bit in us, but
your S 8: M is bad because you are
S & M." It is reminiscent of a straight
liberal saying, "Sure, we all have some
homosexuality, but, my God, you're a
queer." g _

Jack Latham ‘ -
Gay Lib Arizona Desert
Tucson, Ariz.

OPPRESSION SICKNESS

Dear Gay Su nshine:
l got a letter today from a friend in At-

lanta telling me in as gentle a way as
possible that two people I'd met there,
British and Klaus, had been found
naked in bed, murdered. Klaus was a
good guy; British was beautiful--beau-
tiful and black, which sometimes isn't
cool in the bar world of the blonde,
blue-eyed Nordic god. But now they're
dead. My numbness has turned to an-
ger.€5l__L_think about the "straight" men
wl'g.é.R,f,prpei "their" women into weak,
rs" -tngppayssive roles and fear thatthe

I‘
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feelings they have for other men will
turn them into human beings tortured
by those same roles and games. They
shut their eyes to reality and try to pro-
ject those roles, guilt and fears onto
gays so that they can hate other people
instead of themselves. Some of us be-
lieve them when they say we're sick.
But it's this capitalist society which is
sick, and I laugh and cry to see the
shallow onesided, perverted role play-
ing they call love. Malcolm X spokeof
the difference between "house niggers'
and "field niggers." All I know is that
we've been pickin' cotton since daybreak

—-Steve Cass
I Chicago

GAYS IN
SOUTH AFRICA

There are basically two laws affecting
gays in the Union of-South Africa: 1. an
anti-sodomy law; 2. an "improper beha-
vior law. This second law makes illegal
any act by men in the presence of a third
party which might arouse homosexual
feelings in other men. The "third party"
is very loosely defined (e.g. could be the
next door apartment) and makes gay par-
ties, clubs illegal. Gay Liberation is prob-
ably illegal under these laws. Women are
not included in this particular legislation.
Under present policy the police overlook
gay parties, clubs and bars and only
rarely harass gays while the latter are
cruising or kissing/fucking in cars on the
beach. There does not seem to be any en-
trapme nt.
j

In 1968 the Government tried to tighten
up the homosexuality legislation. There
was widespread harassment and entrap-
ment by the police. Clubs and parties
were raided and many gays were arrested.
This caused a great deal of protest from
gays and liberal sections of the parlia-
mentary opposition and the general pub-
lic, and caused the Government to drop
the proposed legislation. '

These events and the policy of apar-
theid influence gay thinking in several
ways. Gays are in a privileged position in
society due to apartheid legislation which
discriminates in their favor as whites.
Gays are generally ignored by the police
and usually given light sentences by the
courts. As a result of these factors gays
are unwilling to challenge the status quo
and possibly provoke police response.
Thus, while most white gays would like
to see a change in the homosexuality laws,
they are generally -content with the sys-
tem as it exists. g

ln- each of the three major cities of
South Africa (Cape Town, Durban and
Johannesburg) there is an organized gay
community with at least two bars which
are gay to varying degrees. The clubs are
open to both men and women and may
not sell liquor. Theircgay managers have
working relationships with the police to
ensure a trouble free existence. Thus teen-
agers under sixteen are denied entry,
drugs are strictly prohibited. I know of
no similar organization in the black gay
community. _

In South Africa homosexuals are sub-
jected to much the same discrimination
with regard to jobs, housing etc.

_ .|.-..-_-i—.
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other countries. In South Africa, though,
there are no civil rights organizations to
whom one can appeal in cases of dis-
crimination. Gays in South Africa can
hope for acceptance by a small minority
of radical students, tolerance by most
liberals (students and others) and hos-
tility from the majority of whites.

Because the majority of whites are Cal-
vinists, they are intolerant of homosex-
uality, and in fact, any deviation from
the norm. All South African whites,"
whatever their religious beliefs, tend tow-
ards intolerance and conservatism. This
means that socially gays have a rough
time from society. And, as members of
a conservative and intolerant society, gays
themselves are intolerant and conservative
—another difficulty for Gay Liberation.

In the white gay community there are
the usual South African racial attitudes.
There is little inter-racial contact. Even
gays who desire this contact are hamp-
pered by the intense black/white polari-
zation. It is difficult for "straights" to
conduct any sort of meaningful rela-
tionships across the color line, let alone
gays. '

In April, 1972)) and a gay brother on
the Durban campus of the University of
Natal each wrote an article for the stud-
ent newspaper urging the formation of
a gay lib group. We received limited sup-
port from a few non-students. There was
no response from any brothers or sisters
on the campus. Later in April, the Arts
Faculty Council organized a symposium
on Gay Liberation at which my colleague
spoke, very badly. The symposium which
took place far too early for our new and
very weak movement received rather sen-
sational publicity in the local press, and
in fact, served mainly to scare away any
timid support. I

..A/

Two weeks later the press announced
that the police were "investigating" Gay
Lib, after a Government senator had re-
ferred to it in-Parliament. My friend, who
is Rhodesian and feared for his visa,
pulled out of the movement. In August,
I contacted the people who had shown in-
terest three months earlier. A small meet-
ing, six men in all, was organized. At this
meeting there was an immediate slip be-
tween those who wanted a respectable
"non political" reform type organization“
(to concern itself solely with homosexual
law reform with a responsible middle
class image) and those who advocated a
gay liberation approach. Neither camp
could suggest any concrete program to be
implemented. There are a number of dif-
ficulties: A

For reform in the limited sense, there
is need for a group of people prepared to
stand up publicly and campaign, print lit-
erature etc. Nobody will do this in South
Africa. If they were to do ‘so, the police
would certainly step in and put a stop to
it. Liberationists should start by forming
some sort of discussion group to work
out policy and ideology and should make
themselves known in the sheltered atmos-
phere of the campus through leaflets and
talks. However, at -present we are too few
(two in number!) and too deprived of
information to be able to decide on any
policy. We have been trying to read as
much as possible—books such as Alt-
man's Homosexual Oppression and Lib-
eration and a few overseas gay papers,
such as Gay Sunshine. We will hopefully
be able to do more on the campus next
year. As far as I know there is no other
gay movement existing elsewhere in South
Africa. ~

—Richard Wallace-Terry
Natal, South Africa
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GROUPS  
GAY SUNSHINE STAFF uts out the‘ P
paper you are reading. We need com-
mitted, creative gays to work with us.
Call 824-3184 P.O. Box 40397, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. 94140. Articles, graphics for y
Issue No. 17 should be sent in by March
1st 1973 We sponsor the Gay Libera
tioh Book Service (see listing. elsewhere ' S
in this issue).

O -03 7
al. "
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 O
JOIN‘HANDS_ is Ia roup at ay people I '  8 8
writing to gay prisoners... They hope to
eventually open a half-way house. New! WE O
people are invited to get lnvolved. P.O.
Box_422_42, San Francisco 9.4142. 648-
0658/621*-"0492

EMMAUS DROP IN CENTER and GAY
SWITCHBOARD, 618 Shrader St. (nr.
Haight), S.F. 668-3580. Open daily 2-10
p.m. Crash pads, apartment listings, room-
mates, draft counselling, medicalllegal re-
ferrals; free clothes; coffee, informa "raps.

GAY COUNSELLING SERVICE, S.F.
665-6222 y

GAY MINISTRY OF CONCERN, P.O.
Box 386, S.F. 941,01. A special Greek
Orthodox ministry to all gay men and
women. Counselling, medical/legal refer-
rals, employiinent/housing aid, religious
services. Contact Fr. Bob Richards, c/0
864-8205. _

DAUGHTERS OF BILITIS. Gay Wom-
en's group.1005 Market St., S.F. 861-
8689.,Raps, Weds. 7-9 p.m.

GAY RAP 2012 Pine St., S.F. Tuesday
night encounter & rap sessions. 8 p.m.

GAY HUMANIST GROUP, S—.F. Meets
monthly. Call Mike McKinley, 221-8642

GAY INFORMATION LINE, S.F. 621-
2089

CHUTZPAH Gay Jewish Brotherhood.
Meetings, raps & social events. Call for
info: 526-1303 (East Bay) or 285-8110
(San Francisco) '

FAITHFUL STEWARDS Gay Episco-
palian group. Call Richard at 775-8028
(S.F.) for info.

GAY MEN'S COLLECTIVE, Berkeley.

This is a partial list only. Newspapers and
magazines are listed elsewhere on 151118 Page.
For a more complete listing of national 833’
groups, see Issue No. 12.

2

Be11ingham——Gay People 's Alliance, clo Assoc
Students, Viking UIIIDH. 219., Belhngham
Wash. 98225. _

Berkeley-—Gay Students‘ Union, Umv. of Cal.
Eugen_e——Gay People's Alliance, clo Switch-

board, 416 Jefferson St., Eugene, Or-e.9 740
Ful1erton—GaY Students Educ. Union, Stu-

dent Activities Office, Cal. State 93734
Garden Grove—Gay Switchboard, P.O. Box

441, Garden Grove, Cal. 92642. (714) 833-
6920. I

Hayward—Gay Action, P.O. Box 393 5, Hay-
ward, Cal. 94544.

Honolulu-—Gay Liberation, clo Waikiki Min-
istry, 215 Ohua Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii.

I1-vine——Gay Students’ Union, clo Student Ac- 1
tivities Office, U.C. Irvine, Cal. 92664.

Long B_each—Gay Students’ Union. Cal State
clo Student Activities__0ffice,_56101 E. 7th

St., Long Beach, Ca. 90840.
Los Angeles—Gay Community Services Cen-

1614 Wilshire Blvd.. LA 90017 (213)482-
3062.

L.A.—Gay Students Council of Southern Cal.
P.O. Box 2971, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

L.A.-—Christopher St. West, P.O. Box 17669,
90017.

L.A.—Lesbian Femniists, clo Women's Center,
1027 S. Crenshaw Blvd. 937-3964

L.A.--Lavender People, Box 994, Venice, Ca.,
90291.

L.A.—Metropo1itan Community Church, 2201
' So. Union Ave., LA 90007. '
L.A.—-Homosexual Info. CenterlTangents,347

1/2, Cahuenga Blvd., W., LA 90028 851-4135-
Portland—GLF 4226 N. Montana Ave., Port-

land, Ore., 97217. 287-7894. '
Sacramento-—Gay Community Services Cen-

ter, 1730 1 7th St., Scto. 95814. 446-4841
San Diego—GaY Info CenterlGLF P.O. Box

80804, San Diego, Ca. 92138 -
San Francisco—Gay SunshmelGay Liberation

Book Service, P.O. Box 40397, SF 94140.
(415) 824-3184.

S.F.-—Daughters of Bilitis, 1005 Market St.,
No. 208, SF 861-8689

S.F.—Emmaus Drop In CenterlGay Switch-
board, 618 Shrader St., SF 94117 668-3 580

S.F.—Join Hands, P.O. Box. 42242, SF 94142
Santa Ba.rbara—Gay Students Union, Rm. 2272

- - U‘ '1; Ct.U.C.S.B.MtWd.8
SP°"e°1'e gay men’? Friday mght ‘SP efii§"'3e..3’ WIt1J1'1g,qn_'3 creuis £eee"e'§.'i,group, 7 p.m. at Berkeley Isl; Baptist
Church lounge (Haste & Dana); followed
by gay community meetings at 9.30 p.m.
Gay medic at Free Clinic (Durant 8: Dana)
for gay male V.D. check ups, 7 p.m. Fri-
day. Call 843-9285 (Peter) or 849-0926
(Jim) for further info.

MEN'S SWITCHBOARD, S.F. 4-8 p.m.
8: after midnight. Gay and straight. 775-
8028.

GIY IIBEIIATIOII PIPER
4 Kensingyton Ave.

Toronto 2b Ont. Canada
6 issues for $2.00

($2.25 USA)
GAY LIB PACKET
Issues 1 & 2 - 75¢
Issues 3,4,5 — $1.00
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7.30 pm. 6504 P*'a1'da.l.I" Rd. 805-968-5774]
Seatt.Ie—Gay Counseling Service, 1720 16th

Ave., Seattle 98112 ,. -
Seattle-Stonewall (half way house for gay

ex prisoners), 4121 Dayton Ave. N., Seattle
Wash. 98103. (206) 634-2798

Seattle—GaY A]1iance,_P.0. Box 1170 98111
323-6969 I

Seattle—GaY Student Assn., Box 112, H.U..B.
FK-10, ‘Univ. of Wash., Seattle 98105

Stanford——Gay People's Union, P.O. Box 3145
Stanford, Ca., 94305 321-116 5 (David)

Vancouver—-Canadian Gay Activists Alliance,
. P.,O. Box 284, Sta. A., Vancouver 1, B.C.

685-4850 .
Vancouver—Gay Alliance _ Tflwflrd Equality,

clo M. Flood, 1075 Gilford St. No. 32
Vancouver, B.C. -

Walla WaIla—-National Gay Prisoners Coal-
ition, clo C. Chris Wheeler, No. 213,735
P.O. -Box 520, Walla Walla. Wash.'99362

THE NEW GAY LIBRARY: 83 books &
pamphlets are evaluated & annotated. 28
periodicals are listed with notation, ad-"
dresses and cost. Free from Portland GLF
4226 N. Montana Ave., Portland, Ore.
97217.
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PERIODICALS I
Only gay" liberation or gay activist publications
are listed. ._

AFUERA. Gay magazine in Spanish. $1/copy.
clo Box 410, New York, N.Y. 1001.1,
BODY POLITIC. 4 Kensington Ave., Toronto,
2s, om. Canada. Gay Liberation paper. see)"
copy.
FAG RAG clo Red Bookstore, 91 River St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 35c/copy. About 2 or
3 times a year. Gay Liberation paper.
FUORI via San Francesco d'Assisi 21, 10121
Torino, Italy. 40001irelyear. Radical gay paper.
THE FURIES. 219 11th St. S.I-3., Washington
D.C. 20003. $5/yr. Radical gay women's paper.
GAY INTERNATIONAL NEWS. 5 Caledonian
Rdl., London N1. England. $3/12 issues. Quar-
ter y.
GAY NEWS. 19 London St., London W2 1HL,
England. Biweekly. $6/12 issues,
GAY LIBERATOR. Box 631A, Detroit, Mich.
48232. $3/12 issues: Monthly radical paper.
GAY SUNSHINE. P.O. Box 40397, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. 94140."'$5l12 issues. National paper
of gay liberation. Back issues 6-15, 50c each.
LESBIAN TIDE._1l_l241/& Ogden Dr., L.A. Cal.
90046.-Monthly. 50c copy.
SOUTHERN GAY LIBERATOR. Box 1054,
Delray Beach, Fla. 33444. Gay lib newsletter.
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PHOTO SUPPLIES
1364 Haigl1tSt.

San Francisco, Ca 94117
 552-2362.

DEADLINE: MARCH 1ST SEND PAYMENI‘ WITH ORDER. 50 CENTS PER LINE.
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PERSONALS
KEITH STEPHENS—-Get in touch with
Bob Pollock about the commune. Write:
68 Muswell Rd., London N.10 England.
Jesse ' 1 '

UNATTACHED male, Louisville, Ky.
area. Desires contact with same for rela-.
tionship. P.O. Box 14402, Louisville, Ky.,
40214.

GRAD STUDENT, 26, 6'2", wlm, 165#
very good looking, tired of superficialities
of bars. Looking for same. Write with
photo + details to iT'yril, 140 Steiner St.,
S.F., Cal. 94117.
fl

BROTHER is putting together a book on
hitchhiking wlgay perspectives. Needs sta-
tements by movement groups. Write:Paul,
Glover, 1335 Ellis Hollow Rd., Ithaca,
N .Y. 14850. "S

SHARE comfortable 3 bedroom home
with owner. Near 280 Fwy. 8: Mission.
Garage available. Call after 8 a.m. or
after 6 p.m., Jim, 333-4175.

BLACK male, 28 years old, prisoner,
would like to correspond wlyoung gay
person, 21-35 of any origin.) Write, Rich-
ard Stewart, No. B-21601, P.O. Box A-E,
San Luis Obispo, Cal. 93401 A

“LOVE IS" Bumper Stickers. 3/$1.00
P.O. Box 1976, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

GAY COUPLE, 23 and 25, w/m, would
like to meet or write to other hip, gdlkg.
gay couples and -singles. Photo apprecia-
ted. Box 1026, Alameda, Ca., 94501

SERVING time & would love to corres-
pond with anyone kind enough to write.
Dark blond hair, blue eyes, 180 lbs.,6'
Looking for sincere relationship. Will an-
swer all mail. Johnny Reed, No. 131-349,
P.O. Box 511, Columbus, Ohio 43216 ‘

SENSATIONAL nude photo sets of hand
some muscle star Paul. Send stamp for
free big sample photo. Paul, P.O. Box
358, Van Brunt Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11215.  
GAY STUDENTS UNION of Calif. State
University, Los Angeles, a group working
to expand the alternatives available to
gay people. -We are represented in the
Gay Students Council of Southern Calif-
rorni__a,now-a_n___association of fifteen stu-
lsdentigroups coordinating activities. Facul-
S I 8' and""s1.'5ff I are encouraged to join. For
morrriation writezi 'G.S.C., Box 2971,
Culver City, Cal. 905230.

PRISONER Strawberry fields forever.
Write: Ralph C. Hauck, No. 133-845,
P.O. Box 69, London, Ohio 43140

LARRY BECK is out and would like to
hear from gay friends that I went to
school with,_g1-ew up with, etc. back
when “no one else was gay." -Leave
message with Richard or John at (312)
348-9020 (Chicago)

MY TRIP is to project your trip on your
walls in the form of supergraphics, i.e.
large-scale design to integrate your space
‘with the objects, people and vibrations
that move within it. Walls to surround
instead of enclose. Reasonable fee based
on time involved- Call Jim Giancarlo,
824-9219 (S.F.) I
 

GAY 8: IN PRISON‘? Our group has been
acting as a clearinghouse for gays in
prison & those who can write you on a
regular basis. If you‘ want to get mail,
send us a card with your name and
address. Gay People's Alliance, 435 Mar-
vin Genter, 800 21st St. N.W., Wash-
ington D.C. 20006

GAY NEWS—-England's first Independent
National Fortnightly newspaper for gays
of all sexes. U.S.A. subscription rates:
$6/10 issues (or $12/20). Posted air-mail
with wrapper. Communication not alie-
nation is where we're at. 19 London St.,
London W2 1HL, England. I

GAY SUNSHINE wants to buy copies of
our issue No. 1 (August, 1970) in good
condition. Please contact the paper dir-
ectly: address above.
 

TEENS '— Having problems, lonely, no
one to talk to or that understands? We un-
derstand and want to be a friend. Our
only wish is to love, understand and help
you. All “letters are kept in strict confi-
dence. Write: Shiloh, Box 691, St. Joseph,
Mo. 64502. I
 

IBM Composer typesetting: Jerry Hurter,
6 21-4 1 8 2 I

' GAY SUNSHINE WANTS YOUR AD
IN OUR PAPER. With a circulation grow-
ing steadily and distribution throughout
the U.S., we feel your message will reach
a sizeable portion of the gay community.
For information I on our lower than av-
erage display ad rates, call (415)824-3184,
or write -to the - - erat the address a l...! -


